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As a consequence of the issuance of the Decree Nbr. 297/2020 (the “Decree 297”) by the Federal Executive
Branch, the Precautionary and Mandatory Social Isolation became effective. Basically, its purpose is for
people to (i) remain in their regular homes for its duration; (ii) refrain to go to their place of work; and (iii)
in general, avoid travelling on routes, roads and public spaces except to procure food and cleaning and
medical supplies. Originally, the Precautionary and Mandatory Social Isolation would be effective until
March 31, 2020 but said term has been extended successively until April 13, 2020 and until April 26,2020
-inclusively- as established through Decrees Nbr. 325/20, published on March 31, 2020, and Nbr. 355/2020,
published on April 11,2020.
Decree 297 foresees certain exceptions to the isolation obligation, which can be extended on a general or
an individual basis, as explained below. As the term of the isolation was extended, additional exceptions to
the isolation obligation were established through Administrative Decisions of the Chief of Ministers. The
people that are affected by the activities and services declared essential during the emergency are allowed
to commute to and from them, but only and exclusively for the purposes of strict compliance with those
activities and services.
However, there are certain people who, even if they carry out activities that are considered “essential”, are
not exempted from the Precautionary and Mandatory Social Isolation, and are therefore obliged to comply
with it

1. Exceptions to the Precautionary and Mandatory Social Isolation
The scheme of exceptions authorized by the Executive Power consists in an exhaustive enumeration of
people and activities, which could be eventually expanded or limited (in general or eventually in particular,
as explained below).
According to Decree 297 and the subsequent Administrative Decisions of the Chief of Ministers, which
added additional exceptions, people who are affected by the activities and services declared essential for
the emergency, as detailed below, are exempted from complying with the Precautionary and Mandatory
Social Isolation as well as with the prohibition on movement solely limited to the purpose of performing
the activity or service:



Exceptions established by Decree 297

1. Personnel affected to healthcare, security forces, armed forces, migrations, national weather service,
firefighters, air traffic control.
2. High-ranked authorities of the national, provincial and municipal governments and employees of those
governmental authorities that have been summoned to work by the relevant authorities to ensure essential
activities.
3. Courts that are on-call, as declared by competent authorities.
4. Foreign diplomatic and consular personnel
5. Careproviders to disabled people, family members in need of assistance, elderly people, children and
teenagers.
6. People needed to attend force majeure situations.
7. People affected to provide burial and cremation services.
8 People affected to the attention of school and community food services.
9. Personnel that works in audiovisual communication, radio and newspapers.
10. Personnel affected to public works.
11. Wholesale and retail supermarkets and local retail stores. Pharmacies. Hardware stores. Vet’s stores.
Gas carafes suppliers.
12. The following industries: food, their production and supplies chains; personal hygiene and
cleanliness; medical equipment, medicines, vaccines and other sanitary supplies.
13. Activities related to the production, distribution and commercialization of agriculture and fishing.
14. Telecommunications activities, fixed and mobile internet and digital services (which includes the
maintenance of servers, as established by AD 450).
15. Non-deferrable activities related to foreign trade.
16. Collection, transport and treatment of waste (urban solid, dangerous and pathogenic).
17. Maintenance of basic utilities (water, electricity, gas, communications, etc.) and emergency care.
18. Public passenger transportation, transportation of goods, oil, fuels and LPG.
19. Home delivery of food, medicines, hygiene products, cleaning products and other supplies of need.
20. Laundry services.

21. Postal and parcel distribution services.
22. Essential surveillance, cleaning and guard services.
23. Minimum guards to ensure the operation and maintenance of Oil and Gas Fields, Oil and gas
treatment and/or refining plants, transportation and distribution of electrical energy, liquid fuels, oil and
gas, fuel dispensing stations and power generators.
24. E. Casa de Moneda, ATM services, transportation of values and all those activities that the
CENTRAL BANK OF THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC deems essential to guarantee the operation of the
payment system.



Exceptions added by Administrative Decision of the Chief of Minsters Nbr.
446/2020 (published in the Official Gazette on March 20, 2020)

25. Industries that carry out continuous processes which interruption will imply structural damage to
production lines and / or machinery, may request authorization from the Ministry of Industry, Knowledge,
Economy and External Commercial Management not to interrupt their production, minimizing their
activity and staffing.
26. Production and distribution of biofuels.
27. Operation and nuclear power plants.
28. Hotels affected to the health emergency service. They must also guarantee benefits to people who are
housed in them as of the date of issuance of Decree 297.
29. Minimum staffing necessary for the operation of the Argentine Aircraft Factory Brig. San Martin S.A.
30. The authorities of the Securities Exchange Commission (Comisión Nacional de Valores) may
authorize the activity of a minimum staffing and that of its regulated parties, if necessary.
31. Airport operation. Garage and parking operations, with minimum provisions.
32. Sustaining activities related to mining environmental protection.
33. Tanneries, with a minimum endowment, for the reception of leather from the refrigeration activity.
34. Restaurants, prepared food places and fast food places, may sell their product through home delivery

services, subject to the specific protocol established by the health authority. In no case can they provide
customer service.
35. Ministers of different religions to provide spiritual support.



Exceptions added by Administrative Decision of the Chief of Minsters Nbr.
450/2020 (published in the Official Gazette on April 3, 2020)

36. Sale of supplies and construction materials provided by construction material suppliers.
37. Activities related to forestry and mining production, distribution, and commercialization.
38. Tanneries, sawmills, wood products factories, mattresses factories and roads and agricultural
machinery factories.
39. Activities related to foreign trade: export of finished products and essential imports for the operation
of the economy.
40. Exploration, prospecting, production, transformation and commercialization of nuclear fuel.
41. Essential maintenance and fumigation services.
42. Mutual and credit cooperatives, through minimum attention guards, for the sole purpose of
guaranteeing the operation of the credit and / or payment system.
43. Registration, identification and documentation of people.



Exceptions added by Administrative Decision of the Chief of Minsters Nbr.
468/2020 (published in the Official Gazette on April 7, 2020)

44. Private construction of energy infrastructure.



Exceptions added by Administrative Decision of the Chief of Minsters Nbr.
467/2020 (published in a supplement of the Official Gazette on April 7, 2020)

45. Public notary’s activity limited exclusively to enable the compliance of the essential activities and
services listed in the previous points.



Exceptions added by Administrative Decision of the Chief of Minsters Nbr.
490/2020 (published in the Official Gazette on April 11, 2020)

46. Movement of people with disabilities and those included in the group of autism spectrum disorder, to
make brief outings in the neighborhood of their residence, together with a family member or partner. In
such cases, both the assisted persons and their partner must carry their respective ID and the Unique
Certificate of Disability or the medical prescription stating the diagnosis and the need for exits, which
may be made digitally.
47. Professional services to be provided at home for people with disabilities and those included in the
group of autism spectrum disorder. In this case, professionals must carry a copy of the ID of the
individual under treatment and the Unique Certificate of Disability, or the corresponding medical
prescription with the requirements provided in the preceding paragraph.
48. Banking activity with customer service at the bank office/branch, exclusively with prior appointment.
The Argentine Central Bank will establish the terms and conditions in which the banking activity will be
carried out, being able to extend or restrict days and hours of attention, services to be provided and
exclusive or priority groups of people to be served, as well as all other aspects necessary to comply to the
instructions and recommendations of the health authority.
49. Shops for maintenance and repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles and bicycles, exclusively for public
transport, vehicles of security forces and the armed forces, vehicle affected by health benefits or
personnel authorized to drive in accordance with current regulations.
50. Sale of spare parts, parts and pieces of automobiles, motorcycles and bicycles only under the modality
of door-to-door delivery. In no case may they offer public attention.
51. Manufacturing of tyres, sale and repair of these exclusively for public transport, vehicles of the
security forces and armed forces, vehicles affected by health benefits or personnel authorized to drive, in
accordance with current regulations.
52. Sale of stationery items and computer supplies, exclusively under the modality of home delivery. In
no case may the public be attended.
It is important to point out that both the Federal Executive Branch and the Chief of Staff can either extend
or reduce the number of exceptions during the time that the quarantine lasts. There exceptions, in
principle, should be general and not particular exceptions to specific individuals or legal entities, as it has
been done gradually. In addition, Decree 355 has established the possibility for the Chief of Ministers to
establish additional exceptions in specific and delimited geographic areas at the request of the Provincial

Governors or the Head of Government of the City of Buenos Aires, as long as said request has: (i) the
previous intervention and consent of the local health authority, and (ii) the corresponding operating
protocol is accompanied, complying with the national and local health and safety recommendations and
instructions.

2. How to instrument or manage exceptions
Any individual included in the list of exceptions, in order to be able to circulate, will be obliged to obtain
the “Unique Certificate for Circulation – Emergency COVID – 19” which is personal and non-transferable
in accordance with the provisions of Resolution MI 48/2020 and of Administrative Decision of the Chief
of Ministers Nbr. 446/20. This certificate must be presented to the competent authority when circulating on
public roads together with the individual’s ID. The certificate must be downloaded through the website:
https://formulario-ddjj.argentina.gob.ar/. Originally, the certificate was valid for seven calendar days and
could be renewed but as of the issuance of AD 446, the validity of the certificate was extended for all the
term during which the Precautionary and Mandatory Social Isolation remains effective. Additionally, the
authorizations for circulating on public roads issued with a different format than the one of the
aforementioned certificate is no loger valid as of April 6, 2020.
It will not be necessary to obtain the aforementioned certificate in the cases listed in points
2,3,4,5,8,9,13,14,15,16,17,18,21,24 and 26 of the activities listed in the previous chapter. Regarding said
activities, the enforcement authority of each activity will establish the way in which the exemption shall be
evidenced. In this framework, Resolution of the Ministry of Transport Nbr. 83/20 (published in the Official
Gazette on April 5th, 2020) established the minimum requirements for the certificates that each enforcement
authority shall establish in order to evidence the exemption regarding the aforementioned activities.
Furthermore, said resolution establishes that the template for the certificate as well as the applicable
formal requirements will be informed through the web site
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/coronavirus/aislamiento/aclaraciones/permisos.
Additionally, also on April 5th, 2020 Resolution of the Ministry of Transport Nbr. 84/20 was published in
the Official Gazette. Through said resolution, the template for the certificate regarding the essential
activities listed in points 13, 15 16, 18, 21 and 26 above, was approved.
Besides, there are certain other cases in which in order to be included in the exceptions and being exempted
from mandatory isolation, an express authorization by a competent authority is required. In this group of
activities, perhaps the most relevant situation is that foreseen in AD 429 related to industries that carry out
“continuous processes” which interruption involves structural damage to production lines and / or
machinery. These industries, to be exempted, must request and obtain authorization from the Ministry of
Industry, Economy of Knowledge and External Commercial Management, making a specific filing for such
purposes. Also, the Securities Exchange Commission can issue certain specific authorizations for those

who operate under its jurisdiction. In these cases, the corresponding request of exception must be filed
before the relevant authority, and then the “Unique Certificate for Circulation must be obtained.
Finally, in order to request the inclusion of an activity or sector that has not been included in the list of legal
exemptions a duly founded filing will have to be submitted to the Chief of Ministers, which is the competent
authority to extend or reduce the list of exemptions. AD 429 constitutes a good precedent regarding the
possibility of the government authorizing to enlarge the list of exceptions. Any unfounded refusal, or
administrative silence to such request, could enable legal actions, which feasibility and chances should be
analyzed in each specific case.

3. People not eligible for the exceptions
Those persons included in the provisions of article 7 of the Decree Nbr. 260/2020 (the “Decree 260”) issued
by the Federal Executive Branch, must necessarily comply with the Precautionary and Mandatory Social
Isolation during the 14 days term of isolation imposed by Decree 260 even if included in the exceptions of
Decree 297.
Those people are:
1.

Those that are considered “suspicious cases”, which consist of every individual who has a fever
and one or more breathing symptoms (cough, sore throat, or respiratory distress) and who also, in
the recent days, had travelled to “affected areas” or have been in contact with confirmed or
probable cases of COVID-19. The definition may by modified by the health authority, depending
on the epidemiological evolution.

2.

Those who have medical confirmation of having contracted COVID – 19.

3.

The “close contacts” of the persons included in sections a) and b) above.

4.

Those who arrive in the country having passed through “affected areas”.

5.

Those who have arrived in the country in the last 14 days prior to March 12th, 2020, having passed
through “affected areas”.

Therefore, every individual included in the list above is obliged to comply with the Precautionary and
Mandatory Social Isolation for the term of 14 days, even if they are exempted in the terms of Decree 297.
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The world has declared itself in emergency. An emergency which is different than the ones known so far.
It has not been caused by a natural catastrophe, a coup, a war, nor it is a consequence of an economic or
financial crisis. A virus, COVID-19, invisible to the human eye, has put all humanity in check, which
unexpectedly faces the idea of an apocalypse.
States, that legal-political category born in the shadow of the Peace of Westphalia of 1648, do not find in
their legal structures mechanisms to deal with this situation. Neither does international law, nor in
particular, international human rights law, its branch developed during the second half of the twentieth
century after the Holocaust, provide answers. The “public emergency situation” provided for by national
legal systems and recognized by international law do not appear to be adequate tools to confront this new
and surprising reality.
In the face of the emergency, states, including our country, have severely restricted the exercise of civil and
political rights, that conquest of classical political liberalism. Thus, personal movement is restricted,
contractual deadlines are extended, enforcement of judicial decisions and legal proceedings are suspended,
the movement of goods and services is restricted, etc. As a result of these restrictions, the actual possibility
of enjoying economic, social and cultural rights has also been resented. All legal relationships are impacted
by state action on a global scale. The notions of property, commerce, contract, interpersonal relationships,
and even family relationships are called into question in the face of the unexpected situation. Our Supreme
Court, in 1934, in the face of an emergency of another nature, sustained, in words that resonate strongly
these days: “emergency does not create power, but gives occasion to the exercise of power”.
At the moment, few voices question the measures being taken, almost on the basis of a mechanism of trial
and error. “The emergency must be conjured at any cost.” At any? This is the question that some people
are beginning to ask themselves. What is the necessary balance between the urgent need to protect the
health of the population and allow the inhabitants to continue to enjoy their individual freedom, ultimate
end of the state, without their conduct causing harm to others? On this point, individuals and companies
who consider that their rights are unreasonably restricted by government action, from any level of
government, have the option to sue in court in defense of their rights. For these cases, the suspension of
judicial activity does not apply. As both the American Convention on Human Rights and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, both legal documents having constitutional hierarchy in our country,
point out, the existence of a state of emergency does not allow the suspension of judicial guarantees, and it

must be remembered that under Article 18 of our Constitution, “the defence in judgment of the person and
of rights is inviolable”. The rod to overcome is, however, high: according to peaceful case law, when
economic freedoms are at stake, only the manifest unreasonability of the measures taken would make the
claim viable. As the Argentine Supreme Court has pointed out, as long as there is an adequacy between
the committed public purpose and the means used to achieve it, the regulation will be considered
constitutional. In this regard, it was noted that “invalidating an act of a public authority is a matter of
notorious gravity, so that the mere allegation of difficulties [created by regulation] and the economic
prejudice that it generates is not sufficient to do so, if it is not demonstrated that those circumstances have
enough entity to deprive the contested regulation of constitutional support”.
Now, together with the measures taken every day to overcome the crisis, it is necessary to plan for the
future. A future that will undoubtedly be impacted by today’s events. How can we restore, once the crisis
has been overcome, the validity of the contracts, which are strongly impacted by the measures taken? How
to reset production chains, unfailingly cut? How to deal with the loss of purchasing power of families and
businesses that will undoubtedly generate an aggravation of structural poverty that our country and much
of the world already suffer?
With regard to contracts, it may be said that, because this is a situation of force majeure, parties must stand
to what the contracts provided, in accordance with applicable law. Is it indeed so? Will the freedom of
contract continue to be sovereign? We don’t think so. The scale of the crisis is such that the application of
orthodox parameters does not seem reasonably possible. In the face of this situation, there cannot be
“winners and losers”. We’re all aboard the same boat.
Decades ago, the emergence of the civil law theory “Teoría de la Imprevisión” (hardship theory) sought to
provide responses to sudden emergencies that substantially alter the contract economics. However, this
doctrine was neither endorsed nor recognized by the legal systems of the central countries, which preferred
-even in contexts of economic emergency or even in the face of terrorist action such as the attack to the
Twin Towers in 2001- to uphold the strict performance of contractual obligations and the will of the parties.
In countries like Argentina, it was often chosen to incorporate in contracts -usually required by the strongest
party in the relationship- a waiver to the possibility of invoking such a theory. We believe that both these
solutions, as well as trying to place the burden of the situation on one of the parties to the contract, even
when such burden has been agreed, would find today in courts (not only of our country) serious difficulties
for them to be recognized.
What will be the future of broken labour and production relations as an unforeseen consequence of the
current crisis? In the face of economic crises, measures adopted by governments during the twentieth
century, in the protection of workers and employees, included strong commerce regulations and broad state
intervention in industrial relations, giving rise to the “social state”. These mechanisms have been put into

crisis because of the current situation. It is not possible, without limitation, to maintain the fiction that the
entrepreneur can accept any sacrifice, nor believe that the state alone will be able to provide the solution.
International law will also be affected. The classic idea of national sovereignty, which had already been
strongly impacted by the developments of international human rights law, is -once again- challenged. The
crisis hit not only peripheral countries, but also central ones. So far, the answers to the crisis have been
exclusively national, even in the most integrated systems such as the European Union. Will the crisis
reinforce the sovereignty principle, on the basis of a “save who can” or will we go to a strengthening of the
community of nations and the search for a common destiny as a human race?
In short, if, as a common place, every crisis is, in turn, an opportunity, the crisis unleashed by the COVID19 pandemic leads us to the need to be creative and seek long-term solutions that will enable us to achieve
-with the least possible impacts, which impacts will undoubtedly exist- the full development of our
potential. And in this, the men and women of law, together with politicians, face us as an unparalleled
challenge.
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Executive Summary


As a consequence of the health emergency situation generated by COVID-19, a series of regulations
and restrictions have been imposed, which may sometimes modify contractual relationships and, in
some cases, configure force majeure events.



Taking into account that force majeure events may alter the performance of the parties’ obligations,
we recommend to carry out a review of the relevant contracts in order to determine if the
requirements established by the Civil and Commercial Code (“CCC”) for the configuration of the
Act of God or Force Majeure event are met and, if so, analyze the most convenient way to proceed.



It should be borne in mind that an Act of God or Force Majeure event must be notified to the
counterparty in a timely manner as from its configuration. Also, notification deadlines contractually
agreed, if any, must be complied with.



Decision to notify a force majeure event must be previously analyzed from a legal perspective, since
failure to comply with the parameters required by applicable regulations could give rise to an
eventual claim for damages by the counterparty.



It is also possible that, in some cases, the Act of God or Force Majeure event may affect only one
section of the contract, in which case parties may renegotiate the agreement, adjusting or adapting
only the obligations that were affected by the restrictions imposed in this new scenario resulting
from the health emergency.

Act of God and Force Majeure. Detection.
The CCC indicates in section 1730 that it is considered an Act of God or a Force Majeure event –to these
effects they work as synonyms- a fact that could not have been foreseen or that, having been foreseen, it
could not have been avoided.
It is considered that, in order for an event to constitute an Act of God or Force Majeure, the following
requirements must be met:



It must be unpredictable. Objectively, the fact must not have been foreseen by an average man in
knowledge of the circumstances of the case.



It must be inevitable. Logically, a fact that could not be foreseen could not be avoided. Even if it
could have been foreseen, but it couldn’t be avoided, it could still be a fortuitous event. The
fundamental issue is that neither the obligated party, nor any average person in his place, could have
prevented the fact or the damage.



It must be external to the parties. The damage must not have been facilitated by the fault of the
person who caused it and it should not be a risk inherent to the activity.



Must be supervening. It must not have been known or existed at the time of contracting.



Must be invincible. It must make the obligation assumed impossible to fulfill. If it were made
excessively onerous, an equitable adjustment should be sought invoking the theory of unforeseen
circumstances or excessive onerous supervening events (section 1091 CCYC).



Must be current. It must exist at the moment of the enforceability of the obligation and not be a
mere threat or possibility. If it existed at some point in the contractual relationship, but disappeared
at the time of fulfillment, the debtor must fulfill his obligation.

The interpretation is restrictive, so the event really must have been extraordinary. These circumstances do
not apply automatically to all contracts and they must be analyzed, case by case, whether the requirements
are met in each legal relationship in which one of the contracting parties invokes this
exemption. Consequences and issues to be considered. The impossibility of compliance derived from an
Act of God or Force Majeure event can be definitive or temporary. The first case would happen, for
example, if the exercise of the activity was permanently prohibited by a government regulation issued as a
consequence of the crisis or if such regulation restricted the activity in such a way that its continuity would
be impossible to comply with. We would also be faced with this assumption if the prohibition or restriction
imposed prevents compliance in a period that is essential for the creditor or ends up frustrating the purpose
that he had when contracting. Notwithstanding that the specific contractual clauses should be reviewed
first, in some of these cases the contract could be terminated for reasons of Act of God or Force Majeure
event. However, it is always important that the parties evaluate first, under the principle of contractual good
faith, the continuation of the contract, renegotiating the aspects that they consider appropriate to avoid its
termination and reduce the negative effects caused by the event of Act of God or Force Majeure. Likewise,
in cases of long-term contracts, section 1011 CCC imposes a special duty of collaboration, trying to avoid
its early termination. But in many cases, the impossibility of fulfilling one or more contractual obligations
could be only temporary. We refer to cases in which the debtor would find himself temporarily unable to
fulfill his obligations. In these cases, the fulfillment of the contract would be suspended until the event of
Force Majeure ends and the damages derived from the suspension cannot be claimed to the debtor party. In
short, if it is found that there is an Act of God or Force Majeure event and that due to these events the

obligations assumed in a contract are breached, the breaching party would be exempt from any
liability. However, according to section 1733 CCC, the debtor would not be exempted from liability if:


He has assumed the obligation to perform even if a Force Majeure or an Act of God event occurs.



From a legal provision results that the he is not released due to a Force Majeure event or impossibility
to perform.



He is in default, unless it is indifferent to the production of the Force Majeure event or the
impossibility to perform.



The Force Majeure event or the impossibility of performance arises from his fault.



The Force Majeure case and, where appropriate, the impossibility of performance that results from
it, constitute a contingency inherent to the risk of the object or the activity.



He is obliged to return as a consequence of an illegal act.

Thus, it is important to carefully review the clauses of the contracts that could be affected, especially those
related to terms, delay in benefits, agreed interests, breaches, penalties, possibilities of renegotiation or
revision, possibility of suspending or reducing benefits or some of them, causes of termination, etc., to
evaluate if there are resignations of any kind (e.g. to invoke unforeseen circumstances, Acts of God or Force
Majeure events), liabilities assumed, etc.
Likewise, the contract must be reviewed taking into account the activities that it foresees (and if these or
their related activities are allowed or limited during quarantine), the industry to which the contract refers
and the specific regulations that may be applicable, the possible insurance coverage, the bargaining power
of the parties at the time of concluding the contract and the other factual circumstances of the case.

Good faith, burden of proof and notifications.
The attitude of someone who is unable to perform due to the Act of God or Force Majeure event, whether
permanently or temporarily, must be in good faith at all times and respecting the prohibition of abusive
exercise of rights (sections 9, 10, 961 and 1732 CCC).
At first, the burden of proving an exemption from liability or an impossibility of performance corresponds
to the party who alleges them (sections 1734 and 1736 CCC). Thus, it becomes important that the parties
leave documented all their actions during the determination phase of the Act of God or Force Majeure event
and its notification to the counterparty.
For what is explained in the preceding sections, it is important to notify the counterparty about the
impossibility of performance due to an Act of God or Force Majeure event as in advance as possible, clearly
explaining the circumstances of the case and the effects that prevent compliance with the obligations

assumed. At first, the notification should be made by all the persons that form one party against all the
persons that form the other party (section 1078 CCC).
It is important to respect the deadlines and procedures to make notifications provided by the parties in the
contract, if there are clauses to that effect. Notwithstanding this, we believe that this notification should
also be made in a form that can be proven. Ideally, it should be done by letter document, in notarial form,
by registered letter with return notice, or at least with a note sent to the counterpart with its corresponding
receipt stamp. However, in case of impossibility, considering the current circumstances, we suggest to be
done in writing at least. In case of e-mail, it is important to obtain a response from the counterpart or insist
with successive e-mails in the same sense. At the moment, according to Resolution 304/2020 of the National
Communications Entity, the postal services of letters with acknowledgment and document letters, among
others, will continue to function during social, preventive and mandatory isolation, with the particularities
foreseen there.

Negotiation
In all cases, it is important to maintain an open channel of dialogue to offer future guarantees of compliance,
resolve problems that may arise between the parties as quickly and efficiently as possible, etc. Any special
negotiation or renegotiation, readjustment or revision of the contract must be reflected in a new written
document and duly signed.
Many times the adequate position to close these negotiations can be through a mediation process and a
litigator lawyer may be needed.
For these reasons, we recommend to our clients to carefully analyze with their legal services and advisors
the relevant contracts that may be directly or indirectly affected by the emergency situation. Once this has
been done, the effects of the emergency situation must be evaluated in each contract to determine whether
or not they comply with the conditions to be considered an Act of God or Force Majeure event (or some
other type of legal exemption such as unforeseen circumstances, excessive expensiveness, enrichment
without cause, frustration of the purpose of the contract, etc.) and if it is determined that it is the case, define
a negotiation or defense strategy to protect your contractual rights. Nicholson y Cano has a team dedicated
to these issues including, when appropriate, to analyze a potential judicial conflict.
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Background
Given the COVID19 pandemic situation that is hitting almost the entire world, and its unforeseeable
consequences, some agreements between individuals or companies, or between privates and the State
(whether it is Nation, Province, or City) are being affected by some limitations and obstacles regarding
their execution and fulfillment.
This situation includes almost every activity, commercial, financial, banking, labor, real estate,
construction, pharmaceutical, public services, international trade, among others.
The reasonable restrictions imposed by the government, through decree 260/20, decree 297/20 and
complementary regulation (at national, provincial, and municipal level), have direct impact over the
supplies provision, human resources and services that are essential in order to fulfill contract obligations.
There’s no doubt that the impacts will not be the same depending on the type of contract. For example,
the impact over a supply agreement for an essential state service (like healthcare, public security, or
transport) will nott be the same compared to a contract that is not within the scope of the exceptions of the
decree N° 297/20 and complementary regulations (like financial activities or insurance). Therefore, there
are unlimited variables and cases with different levels of difficulty regarding its fulfillment and execution
in the conditions that were originally agreed, especially in situations where sub contracts were signed, or
when there is a contractual connection between different agreements.

First practical considerations to be analyzed for contract fulfillment:
Based on the above mentioned facts, which are the issues to be considered -as a first approach to the
topic-?
1. Type of Contract: Identify which is the type of contract we are dealing with (purchase, immovable
property lease, construction contracts, services, finance or loan, supply, multiple purpose contract, etc.)
2. Parties: Identify the parties involved (public or private, public or private service provider, etc.), and the
activities that each party develops (not only the main ones but its accessories and related activities).
3. Linked obligations: Clarify if there are linked obligations with other linked contracts. In some cases the
contractual relationship will only have effects between the signing parties, but it sub contractual scenarios

and connected contracts shall be analyzed as well, in order to detect possible impacts in such contracts
whether they are direct or indirect.
4. Payment methods: Identify pending payments (which will allow -or not- the agreement fulfillment).
5. Payment terms: Determine the payment terms (which may be modified or even be suspended).
6. Term: Review the term to fulfill the contract (which might be extended, accelerated or suspended).
7. Financing: Analyze the financial sources (to see what are the real possibilities to accomplish the contract
fulfillment given the actual circumstances).
8. Personnel, Supplies, and Technical Resources: Determine the human and technical resources, supplies,
etc. required for the contract fulfillment, and which are the possibilities to strengthen or substitute said
resources.
9. Contingency plan: Mitigate the crisis effects during the contract life.
10. Scenarios: Analyze different future scenarios.
11. Planning: Implement of a contract follow-up plan.
12. Others.

Possible impacts that may affect the ongoing contracts.
There might be some cases regarding certain contracts, that won’t be affected by the Government
regulations so far enacted. Nevertheless, we shall consider that these agreements could be subject to new
regulations, other essential conditions like extension of contract terms, or to the enforcement of new
obligations which were not originally included, among other changes.
Likewise, these regulations might be mandatory rules or “public order” regulation; could be challenged as
unconstitutional regulations; they might trigger administrative claims or constitutional protection
requests, or they might give enough grounds to question the mandatory nature or applicability of said
consequences over ongoing contracts. Anyway, the possible scenarios list is quite long, and it must be
analyzed under a case by case rule.

Particular analysis of each agreement.
Furthermore, each particular contract shall be analyzed under the framework of the activity for which it
was signed, to evaluate and determine the applicable regulation in order to define its normal execution,
the suspension of effects or its termination, if that is the case.
There are some practical considerations which would make this analysis easier:

1. Is it a contract which its purpose falls into the scope of the exceptions held in decree 297/20?
2. Some of the related activities may fall within the exceptions mentioned in 1?
3. What kind of impact does a connection have, between a services contract that is exempted, and a contract
which is not?
4. What would happen with the supplies provisions, human resources, or services that are needed to fulfill
a contract?
5. What would happen in case one of the parties cannot fulfill its contractual obligations?
6. Which are the valid means of proof to base a claim related with this bullet points?
Of course that contract sections regarding delays, term breach, penalties, force majeure, unforeseeable
events, contractual reconversion, reduction or suspension of obligations –or some of them-, renegotiation
and balances review of the contract performance obligations, total or partial quits to invoke unforeseeable
events, sections to govern the exercise of said rights, among others, are of a substantial importance.

Practical recommendations.
Regardless the previous considerations, it seems useful to consider the following recommendations:

1. Analyze each particular contract and do not take a hasty, quick and/or “a priori” definitive conclusion.
2. Define the applicable legislation given that some agreements may be local but could be regulated by
foreign legislation.
3. Review specific contract sections, specially the abovementioned ones.

4. Consider the effects that force majeure, unforeseeable events, unjustified enrichment, frustration of the
contract purpose, etc. may have over the future execution of the contract and/or the reasonable balance
between the parties’ obligations.
5. Verify that there are not sections regarding quits, limitations or restrictions to said rights.
6. Identify if the parties or any of them have given fulfillment guarantees.
7. Evaluate the impact in costs and terms, in order to repair the contract situation and the pendant obligations
of both parties, without losing sight of the reasonable equity in the analysis.
8. Prepare a mitigation plan while the force majeure or other unforeseeable event lasts, and its
implementation feasibility.
9. Document every single event that have led to the impossibility of fulfill the contract obligations, and the
consequent invocation of force majeure, unforeseeable events, etc.
10. Verify if the contract has a minimum term after which the agreement may be terminated.
11. Pay special attention to contracts sections containing disclaimers, or other liability limitations, and
penalties.
12. Analyze the possible settlement clauses.
13. Comply with the formalities requires in each contract regarding the force majeure, unforeseeable events,
unjustified enrichment, etc. for example, terms for its communication to the other party, support
documentation, contingency and mitigation plan, estimated damage, contract termination causes, price
adaptation, etc.
We insist that these practical recommendations could not apply to every contract given that in a bunch of
them, our suggestions might be regulated through the agreement itself.
Finally, we recommend to our clients as a best practice of their legal department, senior management and
board of directors, to identify the significant contracts that might be affected by some of the extraordinary
circumstances that this pandemic have caused, and might keep causing in the future, and taken into
consideration the topics analyzed above, proceed to identify the potential breach of ongoing contracts, its
mitigations and the legal steps required in each case.

For queries or suggestions please contact covid@nyc.com.ar
This publication is prepared to inform our clients. It has not and does not claim to have exhaustive nature.
Due to the generality of its content it should not be considered as legal advice.
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Executive Summary
Decrees No. 297/20 – 329/20 – 332/20 – 347/20 and 355/20
Labor Matters
From the events that occurred with the advance of COVID-19 during the month of March of this year, and
the legal framework set out below this, it clearly emerges how, in order to protect Public Health, the State
gradually ordered measures that promoted a range of waivers to attend work, until finally determining by
Decree 297/20 preventive social isolation in general, which was extended by Decree 325/20 and finally
by Decree 355/20[i] until April 26, 2020 inclusive.
As a general principle, the framework of continuity of tasks was established remotely, and for those who
could carry out remote work as well as those who did not, the payment of remuneration was established on
a regular basis. All this in a framework of contractual good faith. On the other hand, for those workers with
essential activities, the possibility of requiring additional hours was arranged, as well as adapting tasks and
reorganizing the working-day.
Subsequently, Decree No. 329/20 prohibited dismissals without fair cause, as well as dismissals and
suspensions, for reasons of lack or reduction of work and force majeure for the period of SIXTY (60) days
counted from March 31, 2020. The situation provided in section 223 bis of the Labor Contract Act was
excepted, which establishes, in the event of force majeure or lack or reduction of work, the possibility of
agreeing non-remunerative individually or collectively amounts approved by the enforcement authority.
Complementary to the prohibition of all dismissals without cause, as well as dismissals and suspensions
based on causes of force majeure or economic crisis, DNU 332/20 was issued creating the Emergency
Assistance Program for Work and Production.
This program establishes different benefits to which companies and employees can access to the extent that
they meet certain requirements validated by the Program authorities.
All these legal norms and complementary provisions are considered in the following points.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the current context where the normal development of work activities has
been impacted in one way or another, we believe it is important not to rule out the possibility of promoting

temporary agreements at different levels of activity and / or individuals, both with staff and with the
respective union entities if feasible, observing the special situation of each company, and the impact on its
own activity.

1. Regulatory Framework. DNU 297/20 and Complementary Norm.
Since the advance of COVID-19 and the first measures taken by Executive Branch in our country, various
changes began to occur in the daily activities.The successive regulations that were issued gradually
expanded and established the isolation of people, causing several impacts on labor relations, and differently
in each specific activity.
On March 13, 2020, preventive measures were taken by the Executive Branch (DNU 260/20[ii]),
establishing 14 days of isolation to any suspected case, for those who had medical confirmation of having
contracted COVID-19, for those who had close contact with people from both cases and also those who
arrived in the country after having passed through “affected areas” in the previous 14 days.
Likewise, by Resolution of the Ministry of Labor and Social Security No. 202/20 of the same date, the duty
of assistance to the workplace, with full remuneration, was established for all the workers who are in the
situations described in section 7 of DNU N ° 260 and all others of a similar nature that in the future emanate
from the health authority, regardless of the nature of the legal relationship at issue, considering for these
purposes also those who provide services continuously under non-dependent figures such as service
locations and those that are developed in an analogous way within the private sector, the benefits resulting
from scholarships, internships and medical residences. In the case of moonlighting or multiple recipients
of services, the effects envisaged in the suspension referred to in this rule will reach the different contracts.
Workers reached by the exemption from the duty of assistance to the workplace who do not have medical
confirmation of having contracted COVID-19, or the symptoms described in inc. a) of section 7 of DNU N
° 260, whose habitual or other similar tasks may be carried out from the place of isolation, must, within the
framework of contractual good faith, establish with their employer the conditions under which said work
will be carried out.
The scope of DNU 260/20 was subsequently extended by Resolution No. 207/20 of the Labor and Social
Security Ministry[iii], dated March 16, 20, to all workers over sixty (60) years of age, pregnant workers,
and those defined by the national health authority as a risk group, such as those with obstructive respiratory
or lung diseases, heart diseases, immunodeficiencies, diabetics, kidney failure, among others. Beyond the
exemption from going to work, if the habitual or other similar tasks could be carried out from the place of
isolation, within the framework of contractual good faith, they should establish with their employer the
conditions in which said work would be carried out.

Finally, as of the issuance of DNU 297/2020[iv] subsequently issued by the Executive Branch on March
19, 2020 and within the framework of the measure of “preventive and compulsory social isolation” from
March 20 to 31 inclusive of current year, section 2 established that all workers must refrain from attending
their workplaces. The mentioned isolation recognizes exceptions, within the framework of section 6 of the
aforementioned decree, in relation to the people affected by the activities and services declared essential in
the emergency, and their movements should be limited to the strict compliance with those activities and
services.
In all these cases, employers must guarantee hygiene and security conditions established by the MINISTRY
OF HEALTH to preserve the health of workers, and workers will have the right to full enjoyment of their
usual income, in the terms established by the regulations of the MINISTRY OF WORK, EMPLOYMENT
AND SOCIAL SECURITY.
In accordance with Administrative Decision 429/2020[v], it was decided to incorporate new essential
activities and services, and the posting of workers should be limited to strict compliance with the activities
and services considered essential.
In line with the mandatory social isolation, Resolution 297/2020[vi] of the Ministry of Labor and Social
Security of the Nation, provided in its section 1 that workers reached by the “preventive and compulsory
social isolation” will be exempt from the duty of assistance to the workplace, but when their tasks or other
similar ones can be carried out from the place of isolation, they must within the framework of contractual
good faith, establish with their employers the conditions under which said work will be carried out. In this
case, they will receive their usual remuneration.
Likewise, workers who provide services in the activities described in section 6 of DNU 297/20 and its
regulations, will be considered “essential personnel” in the terms of the Resolution of the MINISTRY OF
LABOR, EMPLOYMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY No. 207 dated March 16, 2020. The continuity of
such activities in these circumstances constitutes an exceptional requirement of the national economy
(section 203, Labor Contract Act No. 20,744, OT 1976 and its amendments).
Also, according to section 4, the reorganization of the working day is enabled in order to guarantee the
continuity of the production of the activities declared essential in adequate health conditions in accordance
with the protocols established by the health authority. In this sense, the regulation provides that it will be
considered a reasonable exercise of the powers of the employer.

2. Summary of the New Regulatory Framework. DNU 329/20
On the occasion of the publication of DNU No. 329/2020[vii], the extension of the health emergency
provided by DNUNo. 260/20 and its amendment, DNU No. 297/20 was decreed, establishing the measure

of “preventive and mandatory social isolation”. Thus, the measure has been extended until April 12,
inclusive, as well as the effect of its complementary regulations.
At the same time and by provision of the same DNU No. 329/20, dismissals without fair cause were
prohibited, as well as dismissals and suspensions for the reasons of lack or decrease of work and force
majeure for the period of sixty (60) days counted from the date of publication of the decree in the Official
Gazette, a circumstance that took place on March 31, 2020.
As determined by DNU 329/20, any dismissal or suspension contrary arranged to what has been indicated,
will not produce any effect, keeping existing labor relations and their current conditions in force.
Finally, it has been ratified that suspensions made under the terms of section 223 bis of the Labor Contract
Act, which enables the payment of cash assignments, as non-remunerative benefits, will not be included
within the prohibitions. It is referred to those who are delivered in compensation for suspensions of the
labor benefit and that are based on lack or reduction of work causes, not attributable to the employer, or
force majeure duly proven. Such suspensions and the designated assignments should be agreed individually
or collectively or approved by the enforcement authority. The aforementioned applies when, by virtue of
the aforementioned reasons, the worker does not perform the tasks at his expense. These allocations are
only taxed the contributions established in Laws No. 23.660 and 23.661.
Likewise, by Resolution No. 279/20 of the Ministry of Labor[viii], Resolution No. 219/20[ix] of the
Ministry itself was repealed, as well as the remaining regulations issued as a consequence of it, and it was
ratified that workers reached by the “preventive and mandatory social isolation” will be exempt from the
duty of assistance to the workplace, although if their tasks or other similar ones could be carried out from
the place of isolation, in this sense, they must, within the framework of contractual good faith, establish
with their employer the conditions in which said work will be done.
In relation to workers who provide services in the activities described in section 6 of DNU No.
297/20[x] and its regulations, they will continue to be considered “essential personnel” in the terms of the
Ministry of Labor, Employment and Social Security Resolution No. 207 of March 16, 2020, taking into
account that the continuity of such activities in these circumstances constitutes an exceptional requirement
of the national economy (section 203 Labor Contract Act).
Those who provide services continuously under non-dependent figures such as service locations and those
that are developed in an analogous way within the private sector, scholarships in workplaces and
internships, as well as medical residences and cases of moonlighting or multiple recipients of services, were
included within the concept of workers.

In the framework of the provision, the power to reorganize the working day was ratified in order to
guarantee the continuity of the production of the activities that were declared essential in adequate health

conditions in accordance with the protocols established by the health authority, noting that it will be
considered in this sense as a reasonable exercise of the powers of the employer.
At the same time, it was ratified that in the event of necessity of hiring personnel and while the validity of
the “preventive and compulsory social isolation” lasts, said hiring should be considered extraordinary and
transitory under the terms of section 99 of the Labor Contract Act.
Abstention from attending the workplace -which implies a prohibition to do so except in the exceptional
indicated cases- will not constitute a day off, vacation or holiday, but rather a public health decision in the
framework of the emergency decreed, in such a so that the remuneration or income corresponding to the
days included in the prohibition, supplements or additional legally or conventionally provided for
“holidays”, may not be applied, except in those cases in which said prohibition coincides with a legally or
contractually foreseen holiday.
It is important to note that, despite the measure being published on April 1st,2020, its validity was
determined retrospectively and since Resolution No. 219 came into force (previous and repealed), that is,
from March 20, 2020, and it will continue in force while the sanitary emergency imposed in order to protect
public health lasts.
Finally, we highlight that by means of Administrative Decision 446/20[xi], it was established that only as
of April 6, 2020, the instrument to validate the situation of those who fall within any of the exceptions
provided for in section 6 of the DNU No. 297/20, its amending and complementary regulations and in
Administrative Decision No. 429/20, as well as those established in the future, will be the “Unique Enabling
Certificate for Circulation – Emergency COVID-19”, previously approved by Resolution No. 48/20 of the
Ministry of the Interior. Likewise, the aforementioned certificate will be valid for the period of social,
preventive and mandatory isolation, while on the same date those issued under any other format will lose
their validity.
Finally, those workers who may have to move due to force majeure, (section 6, inc. 6, of DNUNo. 297/20),
must prove such circumstance, in accordance with the provisions of section 2 of the Resolution of the
Ministry of the Interior No. 48/20[xii].

3. Regulatory Framework Summary. DNU 332/20

Through DNU No. 332/20, the Emergency Work and Production Assistance Program was created for
employers and workers affected by the health emergency, which consist in obtaining one or more benefits
indicated below.

I. Benefits of the Emergency Work Assistance Program:
1.

Postponement or reduction up to NINETY FIVE PERCENT (95%) of the payment of employer
contributions to the Argentine Integrated Social Security System.

2.

Compensatory Allocation to the Salary paid by the State for all workers of the private sector included
in the collective bargaining regime in the terms of Act No. 14.250 (ordered text 2004) and its
modifications, for companies up to ONE HUNDRED (100) workers.

3.

REPRO Health Emergency Assistance, which consist in a non-contributory sum with respect to the
Argentine Integrated Social Security System paid by the State for workers under dependent
relationships in relation to the private sector, included in the collective bargaining regime under the
terms of Act No. 14.250 (ordered text 2004) and its modifications in employers that exceed the
HUNDRED (100) workers.

4.

Comprehensive unemployment benefits system: workers who meet the requirements set forth in
Acts Nro. 24.013 and 25.371 will receive an economic unemployment benefit in accordance with
the considerations stipulated in section 11 of this Decree.

II. Requirements to obtain the benefits of the points 1, 2 and 3. (must meet one or more of them)
1.

Economic activities critically affected in the geographical areas where they take place.

2.

Relevant number of workers infected by COVID-19 or in compulsory isolation or with a work
exemption for being included in a risk group or family care obligations related to COVID-19.

3.

Substantial reduction in sales after March 20, 2020.

Considering that the Program attends services and activities affected by isolation, workers who carry out
activities and services declared essential in the health emergency and whose personnel were exempt to
comply with “preventive and compulsory social isolation”, were excluded from the benefits, in accordance
with DNU No. 297/20 and Administrative Decision No. 429/20[xiii] and its possible extensions. Also any
other employer that does not show specific indications that allow a representative decrease in their level of
activity to be inferred, and whose objective criterion, sector and activity, as well as other evaluation
elements to determine the award, has been delegated to the Head of Cabinet of Ministers.


Postponement of maturities

Those who meet the requirements established in the Decree, will have access to:

1.

Postponement of maturities for the payment of employer contributions to the Argentine Integrated
Social Security System.

2.

Reduction of up to NINETY FIVE PERCENT (95%) of employer contributions to the SIPA Regime
accrued during the month of April 2020. (maximum cap of workers = 60).

Those employers whose workforce exceeds sixty (60) workers, must promote the Business Crisis
Preventive Procedure as established by the regulations of each case.
In the same Decree, AFIP was delegated to establish special maturities for the payment of employer
contributions to the Argentine Integrated Social Security System accrued during the months of March and
April of the current year, and in turn, facilities for the their payment applicable to employers who will
define the regulations to be issued.



Asignación Compensatoria al Salario

It will consist of a sum paid by ANSES for all or part of the workers included in the collective bargaining
regime in the case of employers of up to ONE HUNDRED (100) workers who meet the requirements
indicated above.
The amount of the allocation will be determined according to the following parameters:

Number of Workers

% over Gross Salary

Maximum Limit

Up to 25

100

100% from MVMS[xiv]

From 26 to 60

100

75% from MVMS

From 61 to 100

100

50% from MVMS

This Salary Compensatory Allocation will be considered as payment of the remuneration of the affected
personnel expense, and the employer must pay the remaining balance until completing the salary as
remuneration.
When requesting the benefit, the corresponding part to the contributions to the Argentine Integrated Social
Security System, social assistance and the contribution to the Comprehensive Health Care Program will be
withheld.

In the event that the employer suspends the labor benefit, the amount of the allowance will be reduced by
TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT (25%) and it may be considered as part of the non-remunerative benefit
defined in the terms of section 223 bis of the Labor Contract Act. No. 20.744 Ordered Text 1976 and its
modifications.



REPRO Program – Health Emergency Assistance

The Program will grant a non-contributory allocation with respect to the Argentine Integrated Social
Security System, to workers through the RePro Program in charge of the Ministry of Labor and Social
Security, for companies not included in the Compensatory Allowance who meet the requirements indicated
at the beginning.
The benefit per worker will have a minimum of SIX THOUSAND PESOS ($ 6,000) and a maximum of
TEN THOUSAND PESOS ($ 10,000). For these purposes, the Application Authority will establish a new
differentiated and simplified Productive Recovery Program, keeping in force the one that was previously
established. (Resolution No. 25/2018) in everything that is compatible.
Finally, it was determined to raise the unemployment benefit during the period established by the Head of
Cabinet of Ministers, to a minimum of SIX THOUSAND PESOS ($ 6,000) and a maximum of TEN
THOUSAND PESOS ($ 10,000), delegating to the Ministry of Labor and Security Social the operation for
the system. In all cases, the employers reached by the benefits must accredit to AFIP the payroll of the
personnel reached and its effect on the activities achieved.
The Ministry of Labor and Social Security will consider the information and documentation sent by the
company, being able to reveal additional data that allows expanding and / or verifying those initially
provided and requesting the documentation it deems necessary. Likewise, it may arrange to carry out
evaluation visits at the establishment’s headquarters, in order to ratify and / or rectify conclusions already
taken.
The provisions of DNU 332/20 will be applied with respect to the economic results of the companies that
occurred between March 20 and April 30, 2020, inclusive, entering into force on April 1, 2020 and with
the authority of the Executive Branch to extend it.

4. Regulatory Framework Summary. DNU 347/20
Through decree 347/20, dated April 6, 2020, the EVALUATION AND MONITORING COMMITTEE OF
THE EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR WORK AND PRODUCTION was created.

The aforementioned Committee will be made up of the heads of the MINISTRIES OF PRODUCTIVE
DEVELOPMENT, OF THE ECONOMY and OF LABOR, EMPLOYMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY,
and of the FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC REVENUE.

The Committee will define the criteria that make it possible to frame the provisions of section 3 of Decree
332/20, where the requirements to access benefits were defined. To this end, the Committee shall have the
following functions:
1.

Define, based on technical criteria, the relevant facts that justify the inclusion of the “beneficiaries”

2.

Judging, based on technical criteria and the definitions established in subsection a), regarding the
situation of the different economic activities and recommending or advising against their inclusion

3.

Judge, based on technical criteria and the definitions established in subsection a), regarding specific
requests that require a special treatment and recommend or advise against their inclusion

4.

Propose to the Chief of the Cabinet of Ministers all the measures he deems conducive in order to
achieve greater efficiency in meeting the objectives of the Assistance Program.

Despite the exclusion from the Assistance Program, given special circumstances that would have caused a
high negative impact on the development of their activity or service, employers of activities excepted as
considered essential, may submit the application to join the Program, and as in all other cases, following
the opinion of the ASSESSMENT AND MONITORING COMMITTEE OF THE EMERGENCY
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR WORK AND PRODUCTION based on technical criteria, the Chief of
the Cabinet of Ministers may accept or deny such requests.
In such framework, by General Resolution of AFIP 4693/20[xv], the “web” service called “Emergency
Assistance Program for Work and Production – ATP” was arranged, to which all employers must enter so
that, in cases that if so determined, they can Access to the benefits provided in Decree No. 332/20 and its
amendment. Its inscription must be done between the 9th and 15th of April inclusive, and provide the
required information between the 13th and 15th of April inclusive.

[i] DNU 355/20 http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000-339999/336212/norma.htm
[ii] DNU 260/20 http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335423/norma.htm
[iii] Resolution No. 207/20 of Ministry of Labor, dated March 16,
2020 http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000-339999/335541/norma.htm
[iv] DNU No. 297/20 http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335741/norma.htm.

[v] Administrative Decision 429/2020 http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335789/norma.htm
[vi] Resolution No. 279/20 http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335988/norma.htm
[vii] DNU No. 329/20. (http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335976/norma.htm)

[viii] Resolution No. 279/20 (http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335988/norma.htm)
[ix] Resolution No. 219/20 (http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335796/norma.htm)
[x] DNU No. 297/20 (http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335741/norma.htm)
[xi] Administrative Decision No. 446/20 (http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335981/norma.htm)
[xii] Resolution No. 48/20 (http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335940/norma.htm)
[xiii] AD 429/20, http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/335789/norma.htm
[xiv] MVMS (Minimum, Vital and Mobile Salary in force $ 16.875)
[xv] Resolution AFIP N°4693/20 http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/335000339999/336209/norma.htm
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Main news up to April 13th, 2020:


The term of the “Non-judicial activity period” (“feria extraordinaria”) is extended again by the
Supreme Court, the National Tax Court and the AFIP



ARBA postpones payments of Facility plans´ installments (see 18 below)



AGIP extends Turnover Tax payments (see 18 below)

Background
In the framework of the implemented Decree of the National Executive Power No. 297/20, which
established the so-called “Social, preventive and compulsory isolation”, and of its amending and
complementary regulations, the Federal Administration of Public Revenue (“Administración Federal de
Ingresos Públicos”, hereinafter, “AFIP”, as per its Spanish acronym) has issued different regulations on
tax and customs matters, whose impact we analyze below:

1. The essential activities and services according to AFIP
The AFIP, through Provision No. 80/20, has established that the control and fiscalization actions related
to resources collection in customs, taxes and social security matters, as well as the actions of control and
fiscalization of people, goods and means of transport in the field of foreign trade, must be considered
essential activities and services in the context of the current emergency.
The measure, thus, seeks to guarantee the compliance of the essential control and fiscalization functions
assigned to the AFIP, as the entity in charge of executing the Nation’s tax and customs policy, guidelines
which will be exercised through the Tax Administration (“Dirección General Impositiva”, hereinafter,
“DGI”, as per its Spanish acronym) and the Customs Administration (hereinafter, “DGA”, as per its
Spanish acronym), within the framework of their respective competences, affecting to this end the
minimum and indispensable personnel required.

2. Foreign trade transactions: Which of them are allowed and which are not?
As a consequence of the enactment of Decree No. 297/20 and Disposition No. 80/20, the DGA has
established, through General Instruction No. 2/20, which are the import and export transactions that may
be carried out during the social, preventive and compulsory isolation.
In this regard, it has been established that the customs officers will attend as a priority those transactions
and/or import or export destinations related to the activities and services declared essential by Decree No.
297/2020, as amended by Administrative Decision No. 429/20, which expanded the list of activities and
services considered essential.
Therefore, the essential activities and services to which customs transactions and/or destinations could be
related, according to the statement sent by AFIP to the Center for Customs Brokers of the Argentine
Republic, are, among others, the following[1]:

1.

Health activity, security forces, armed forces, migratory activity, national meteorological service,
firefighters and air traffic control[2].

2.

Audiovisual, radio and graphic communication services[2].

3.

Public works.

4.

Wholesale and retail supermarkets and proximity retail stores.

5.

Industries that integrate the value chain and supplies of the productive sectors of food and
beverages, personal hygiene and cleaning, medical equipment, medicines, vaccines and other
sanitary supplies.

6.

Activities related to agricultural, livestock and fishing production, distribution and
commercialization[2][3]

7.

Telecommunication services, fixed and mobile internet and digital services activities[2].

8.

Maintenance of basic services, such as water, electricity, gas, communications, etc., and
emergency attention services[2].

9.

Public passenger transportation services, transportation of goods, oil, fuels and LPG[2][3].

10. Postal and packages distribution services[2][3].
11. Operation and maintenance of Oil and Gas Fields, oil and gas treatment and / or refining plants,
transportation and distribution of electrical energy, liquid fuels, oil and gas, fuel dispensing
stations and electric power generators.
12. Activities of S.E. Bureau of Engraving and Printing, ATM services, transportation of money flows
and all those activities that the Central Bank of the Argentine Republic consider indispensable to
guarantee the proper functioning of the payment system[2].

13. Industries that carry out continuous processes whose interruption would involve structural damage
to production lines and/or equipment authorized by the Ministry of Industry, Knowledge Economy
and External Commercial Management, so as not to discontinue their production.
14. Production and distribution of biofuels[2][3].
15. Activities authorized by the National Stock Commission.
16. Maintenance of activities related to the mining environmental protection.
17. Tanneries, with a minimum endowment, for the reception of leather originated at the refrigeration
activity.
The complete list of essential activities to which customs transactions and/or destinations could be
related, according to the terms of General Instruction No. 2/20, is available for consultation at:
http://www.cda.org.ar/pdf_articulos/e931a3798d9162d2cc6e972805594fb3.pdf
In spite of the priority attention of the aforementioned transactions, the DGA has established that the
General Subdirectors of the DGA, within the scope of their respective competences, can authorize the
consideration of other transactions and/or destinations, both import and export, that due to the nature of
the goods or the particularities of the basic commercial transaction, advise their attention as deemed
critical or essential.
On the basis of these considerations, it will be at the discretion of each competent area of the DGA to
determine whether or not to authorize the customs transaction whose attention the importer or exporter
alleges as critical or essential, circumstances that will be necessary to prove in each particular case.
We understand, therefore, that within the framework of discretion granted by this regulation, the criterion
that the competent areas of the DGA will apply will be a restrictive one, since the purpose of the measure
seems to be the priority attention of transactions related to the activities and services declared essential in
the emergency, as well as the affectation of the minimum and indispensable customs officers in the
operational tasks, in order to preserve their health.
We emphasize that the aforementioned regulations will remain valid as long as the health threat and risk
addressed in the decrees issued by the National Executive Power subsist, in relation to the spread of
COVID-19.
Beyond the two cases mentioned in General Instruction 2/20, we understand that the DGA will not
authorize import or export transactions, at least under the current conditions of sanitary emergency.
Through Administrative Decision No. 450/20, the list of activities and services declared essential in the
emergency, according to the terms of Decree 297/2020, was extended, including specifically the activities
related to foreign trade: exports of finished products and essential imports for the performance of the
economy.

Additionally, through complementary regulations of Decree No. 297/20, the list of activities and services
declared essential in the emergency has been extended.
The complete list of essential activities will be available for consultation at
https://www.nicholsonycano.com.ar/eng/mandatory-precautionary-social-isolation-regime-andexceptions/
It is to be expected that the Customs Administration will issue a General Instruction similar to General
Instruction No. 2/20, contemplating the new activities and services to which the customs transactions
and/or destinations could be related and, specially, giving more details on the exports and imports that
will be included among the exceptions.

3. Export permissions for certain medical and health supplies
In order not to affect the health care of the Argentine population within the framework of the spread of
COVID-19, the National Executive Power established, through Decree No. 317/20, that exports of products
such as ethyl and gel alcohol, paracetamol, surgery and disposable gloves, disinfectant detergents for
medical equipment and floors, and protective garments used in surgery and medicine, among others, must
obtain an export permit before the Ministry of Productive Development, with the intervention of the
Ministry of Health.
The complete list of the affected products, with their corresponding tariff positions, may be consulted at:
Click here
We emphasize that the measure does not affect exports destined to the Special Customs Area of Tierra del
Fuego Island, created by Law No. 19.640, nor to the General Customs Territory, when the export is made
from a free trade zone of the country.
The Ministry of Productive Development, through Resolution N° 140/20, has established the procedure to
obtain the export permit, which will be valid for a period of 30 days and shall be filed before the DGA
before the export.
The measure will remain valid during the period of the health emergency.

4. Exception to the submission, in original, of Preferential Certificates of Origin
(“Certificados de Origen Preferenciales”)
In order to satisfy operational requirements in matters of foreign trade in the context of the health emergency
due to the spread of COVID-19, the Subsecretary of Commercial Policy and Management of the Ministry

of Productive Development, through Note NO-2020-19119901-APN-SSPYGC#MDP, has communicated
the DGA its decision to accept, exceptionally, the Certificates of Origin issued within the framework of the
Preferential Agreements signed by our country be filed to the customs officers after being transmitted to an
argentine importer electronically, either in pdf file, image or other similar format. The submission of
Certificates of Origin, in original, will not be required.
This exception will remain in effect until the Subsecretary notifies that it will no longer be applicable, which
is estimated not to occur until the health emergency is overcome.
We highlight that the measure has been communicated to the operational and control areas of the DGA by
Electronic Mail No. 30/2020 (DI TECN) of the Technical Direction of the DGA dated 03/27/2020.
Additionally, we emphasize that the measure has been made official by the AFIP through Circular No. 2/20,
which establishes that: (i) the submission of Preferential Certificates of Origin, in original, will not be
required temporarily; (ii) Preferential Certificates of Origin which had been electronically transmitted to
the argentine importer will be accepted temporarily; and (iii) the measure will remain valid until -otherwiseit is notified by the Subsecretary of Commercial Policy and Management.

5. The term to access the regularization regime of customs, tax and social security
debts established by Law No. 27.541 of Economic Emergency is extended.
In order to ensure that the access to the regularization regime of customs, tax and social security obligations
is not affected by COVID-19, and so as to make effective the recovery of the economy pursued by the
Economic Emergency Law, the National Executive Power, through Decree No. 316/20, has extended until
06/30/2020 the term to access to the aforementioned regime, which was originally scheduled until
04/30/2020.
Through General Resolution No. 4690/20, the AFIP modified General Resolution No. 4667/20 according
to the term extension established by the National Executive Power.
Among the main amendments, the AFIP provided that the Certificate for Small and Medium- Sized
Companies (Spanish acronym “MiPymes”) can be obtained until 06/30/2020, and modified accordingly the
due date of the plan installments: the first installment will expire on 07/16/2020 and all subsequent
installments will expire on the 16th of each month.
AFIP also modified the outline of the advance payments. The applicable formulas will be availableat the
AFIP website: https://www.afip.gob.ar/moratoria/

6. 0% import duties for certain medical and health supplies, which will also be
exempt from statistical tax

In order to guarantee the Argentine population the access to certain critical supplies within the framework
of the spread of COVID-19, the National Executive Power, through Decree No. 322/20, has established
import duties at a rate of 0% for products such as ethyl and gel alcohol, desinfectant for medical
equipment and floors, surgery gloves, disposable hats, surgical masks, ultrasonic scanning apparatus and
clinical thermometers, among others.
Additionally, import transactions related to the goods specified in the Decree will be exempt from
statistical rate.
The complete list of the affected products, with their corresponding tariff codes, may be consulted at:
Click here

7. Mining industry: impact of the health emergency on the procedures related to
the Mining Investment Law
The Secretary of Mining of the Ministry of Productive Development, through Resolution No. 9/20, has
suspended the term within which the Mining Investment Direction has to decide the procedures related to
the Mining Investment Law (Law 24,196).
Additionally, the Secretary has extended the suspension of on-site attention for all procedures related to the
application of the Mining Investment Law (Law 24,196) carried out before the Mining Investment
Direction, from 04/01/2020 to 04/12/2020.
All electronic procedures will remain available at the Remote Procedure Platform (Spanish acronym
‘TAD’) (https://tramitesadistancia.gob.ar)
8. Temporary exception to the submission of the Product Composition Affidavit (“Declaración Jurada de
Composición de Productos”, Spanish acronym “DJCP”) for certain medical and health supplies
The Secretary of Domestic Trade, through Resolution No. 107/20, has temporarily excluded certain medical
and health supplies from the requirement of submitting the Product Composition Affidavit (“Declaración
Jurada de Composición de Productos”, Spanish acronym “DJCP”) (e.g. surgical masks, disposable hats,
overalls and other protective garments used in surgery).
The tariff codes included in the Resolution are the following: 6210.10.00, 6307.90.10, 6307.90.90 and
6505.00.22.
The measure will apply from 04/03/2020 and will be applicable for a period of 60 calendar days, which
may be extended if necessary.

9. Employment relationship
Through the General Resolution No. 4686/20 the Tax Authorities has extended until 04/30/20 the
possibility of employees, among others, to file the SIRADIG F572 Web, through which it is informed to
its employers the deductions and moonlighting jobs regarding year 2019. Although it is not mandatory, we
encourage as a best practice, that companies communicate their corresponding employees of this extension.
Similarly, the Tax Authorities extended until 05/29/20 the deadline for employers to file the annual tax
return for the corresponding year, withholding or paying back any difference at the time that the first
following payment is made after that date, and subsequent if necessary, until 06/10/20, inclusive. Likewise,
the aforementioned amount must be reported and deposited until the due dates established for the filing of
the affidavit and payment of the resulting balance that operate in the month of June 2020 of the SICORE,
reporting it in the period of May 2020 and recording as withholding date the 05/29/2020.

10. Online filings to avoid on-site attention at Dependencies.
AFIP, by means of General Resolution N ° 4685/20, enabled an exceptional and mandatory use of electronic
filings, until the 06/30/20, through the service called “Digital Presentations” to carry out certain procedures
and transactions that used to be perform personally, such as: (i) Certificate of exclusion of VAT withholding
– RG No. 2.226, (ii) Certificate of exemption from income tax – RG No. 2.681, (iii) Certificate of free
pension debt – Law No. 13,899, (iv) Certificate of release of income tax – RG No. 830, (v) Certificate of
VAT recovery, (vi) Certificate of fiscal residence, (vii) Refund of freely available balance amounts – RG
No. 2.224 , (viii) Presentation of recursive writings – Art. 74 Decree No. 1.397/79, (ix) Presentation F. 885
– Modification register and discharge of employees – RG No. 2.988, etc.
Although the situations provided by the regulation provide a wide and diverse catalog, in the event that
companies must execute any specific procedure not included in the list provided by the AFIP, we suggest
contacting the Dependency in which the taxpayer is registered, in order to ask about the possibility of
completing that particular procedure remotely.

11. Fiscal benefits for health-related establishments and institutions.
It is through Decree 300/20 that the following benefits applicable to employers belonging to healthrelated services, establishments and institutions (medical care plans, health insurance, hospital services,
ambulatory care, diagnosis and treatment practices, emergencies and transfers, etc.) were established as of
03/21/20 and for a period of 90 days:



95% reduction of the tax rates corresponding to social security contributions, regarding
professionals, technicians, auxiliaries and assistants, thus being reduced to a porcentage of 1.02%
(in the case their total annual sales exceed the limits for being considered as medium-sized

company “2nd section”, that is, AR$ 607.210.000 for the Services area and AR$ 2,146,810,000 for
the Commerce area) and 0.9% if these limits are not exceeded.


Reduction of Tax onDebits and Credits Bank Accounts to 2.50 ‰ and a decrease of 5 ‰ for debits
and credits belonging to saving accounts and other operations.

12. Cessation of precautionary measures for Small and Medium Companies
(PyMES)
Within the package of the measures taken by the AFIP in order to contemplate the economic situation that
the taxpayers are suffering and, especially the circumstances the small and medium-sized companies are
going through, the Authorities , by means of General Resolution No. 4684/20, decided to suspend the
execution of precautionary measures until 04/30/2020. In this sense, it is relevant to recall that the AFIP
had established a special regime of payment installment facilities valid for the settlement of tax obligations
and social security resources, overdue until the 08/15/2019 –allowing, additionally, to refinance certain
current installment plans-. Furthermore, it had established, in addition, the suspension until the 03/31/2020
of the execution of precautionary measures corresponding to MiPymes as well as those taxpayers that
qualify as “Micro, Small and Medium Sized companies – Section I and II”, a term that is currently extended.

13. The term to access the Permanent Payment Plans is extended – My Facilities
In order to support companies to overcome the economic impact of the health emergency, the AFIP, through
the General Resolution No. 4683/2020, extended until 06/30/2020 the transitional period corresponding to
the amount of admissible payment plans, installments and interest rates of financing pertinent, regarding
the permanent payment facilities plan for the regularization of tax obligations, social security and/or
customs liabilities that was originally scheduled until 03/31/2020.

14. More measures benefiting small businesses and individuals
In order to ease the burden of the negative impact that the COVID-19 pandemic will have for the small
businesses and individuals which are registered as single taxpayers (“monotributistas”), the National Tax
Authorities has suspended until 04/01/2020 the exclusions ipso jure, this is, it will not follow the usual

systemic controls, which are specifically designed to detect the taxpayers that exceed the established
parameters for the different categories of this simplified system. Guided by the exact same spirit, the
AFIP has temporarily suspended the discharges due to non-payment, disregarding the register of the
month of March for the application of automatic cancellations.

15. Credit and/or debit notes. A new extension.
Due to the current emergency context, the AFIP, through General Resolution No. 4688/2020, has decided
to extend -once again- up to 5/01/2020 the date in which the new Credit and/or Debit Note Issuance
Regime, implemented by General Resolution No. 4540/2019 is enforceable.

16. The term for the repatriation of assets was extended as well as the advance
payment of the personal assets tax
Those taxpayers who have assets abroad and have thought of repatriating a 5% of them to Argentina to
enjoy the reduction of the tax rate on personal asset tax, for the fiscal period 2019, will have a deadline to
do so until 04/30/2020, as it has been established today by Decree 330/2020.
In accordance to such decision, AFIP – by General Resolution No. 4691/20- has extended the deadline to
pay the Personal Assets Tax advance payment until 5/6/2020.

17. Suspension of procedural terms.
The National Supreme Court of Justice,through Decision No. 10/20, has extended again the “Non-judical
activity period” (“feria extraordinaria”) up to 04/26/2020.
The National Tax Court, in turn, by means of Resolution No. 17/20, also extended the “Non-judical
activity period” (“feria extraordinaria”) until 04/12/2020 for all the procedures carried out before such
Court. We emphasize that the Tax Court is competent to acknowledge regarding the appeals that
taxpayers file both against the DGI and the DGA, in the cases expressly established by Law 11.683 and
the Customs Code, respectively.
The AFIP, through General Resolution No. 4695/20, has established a new “Non-judical activity period”
(“feria extraordinaria”) until 04/26/2020 for all procedures currently in progress. This mentioned
criterion applies both to the DGI and the DGA.

Correspondingly, the tax authorities of the provinces as well as of the City of Buenos Aires and
the Arbitration Commission of the Multilateral Convention have supported the measure by suspending
also all procedural terms in each of their jurisdictions.

The complete list of regulations that provide the suspension of judicial and administratve terms is
available for consultation at: https://www.nicholsonycano.com.ar/plazos-judiciales-y-administrativos/

18. The City and the Province of Buenos Aires’ tax authorities are taken action to
mitigate the consequences of the pandemic (see 18 below)
Through Resolution N° 16/20, the Tax Administration of Buenos Aires (“ARBA”), rescheduled the
turnover tax payments due in April to May and June. Third installment of the 2020 corresponding to the
advance payment of turnover tax payment on account and the submitting of the 2019 affidavit of Income.
Specifically, the rescheduling postpone the submission of the 2019 annual tax return, to the term between
June 1 and June 12, depending on the termination of the taxpayer’s identification tax code (“CUIT”); also
postpone the payment of the third installment of the turnover tax advance payment to the term between
May 4 and May 15.
Moreover, the Resolution N° 17/20 extended the deadline for the payment of the second
installment of the Urban Real Estate Tax, until May 15, as well as the Complimentary Real State Tax,
whose due date has been postponed until June 11.
Finally, ARBA decided to extend the suspension of the execution of precautionary measures on bank
accounts until May 31.
Finally, ARBA extended until June 10th the deadline to pay the installments of Payment Facility Plans
which original payment is April. May´s due dates will be postponed until July and so on. Advance
payments or first installments corresponding to New Payment Facility Plans subscribed until May 31, will
also due in June 10.
On the other hand, the Tax Authorities of Buenos Aires City (“AGIP”), through Resolution N°143/20
extended until April 15 the deadline to pay the installments of Payment Facility Plans whose cancellation
can only be made on site.
Additionally, through Resolution N° 161/20, the deadline for the payment of installment No. 4/2020 of
the Real Estate Tax and ABL is extended until April 17.
Finally, through Resolution N° 165/20, AGIP rescheduled the deadline for the payment of the third
installment of the turnover tax advance payment -originally due in April 13 and April 17- to April 27 and
May 4, depending on the last number of the taxpayer’s identification tax number (“CUIT”).

According to the same Resolution, AGIP has also extended the deadline for the payment of installment N°
2 of the General Vehicle Patent Tax until April 17.
[1] Through Resolution No. 48/20 of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, with the amendments introduced by
Administrative Decision No. 446/20, the “Unique Enabling Certificate for Circulation – Emergency
COVID-19” (“Certificado Único Habilitante para Circulación – Emergencia COVID-19”) is implemented

from 04/06/2020 for those persons affected to certain activities and services declared essential in the
emergency, as well as to those which will be declared in the future. This certificate will be personal and
non-transferable, and must be generated through the Remote Procedure Platform (Spanish acronym
‘TAD’), entering to https://tramitesadistancia.gob.ar, for the purposes of its submission at the request of the
competent authority when driving on public roads, together with the National Identity Document. The
certificate will be valid during the period of the social, preventive and compulsory isolation.
[2] Excepted from the “Unique Enabling Certificate for Circulation – Emergency COVID-19”. For these
exempt cases, the competent authorities must implement the corresponding certificates, which must comply
with the minimum requirements set forth in Resolution No. 83/20 of the Ministry of Transport. Those
certificates already issued will remain valid until the social, preventive and compulsory isolation had
finished or until such certificates were voided.
[3] For these activities and services, a specific certificate has been implemented through Resolution No.
84/20 of the Ministry of Transport. Those certificates already issued will remain valid. The new certification
is available for consultation here.
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Executive Summary
As a consequence of the declaration of sanitary emergency, and the social isolation ordered by the National
Government, many challenges have arisen for companies, among others as well as important, with regards
to:




Board meetings;
Shareholders’ meetings;
Compliance with corporate and accounting filings with the regulatory authorities.

The aforementioned topics acquire significant relevance since, during these days, many companies will
have to approve their financial statements and hold their annual Shareholders’ Meetings.
As a result of the prohibition for circulation and/or mobility established by Decree Nbr. 297/2020,
prohibition that, in principle, would affect shareholders, members of the board and members of the statutory
committee of every company, there are certain alternatives in order to provide solutions to the problems
described below, taking into consideration whether the problems affect private or public companies.
The following analysis shall be made taking into consideration the particular situation of each company.

1. Private companies
A. Board and Shareholders’ meetings
As a general rule, art. 158 of the Argentine Civil and Commercial Code (the “CCyC”) establishes that legal
entities’ bylaws should contain clauses regarding the government and management of the company.
Nevertheless, in absence of treatment of the issue in the legal entities’ bylaws, the CCyC authorizes legal
entities to hold Shareholders’ meetings remotely as well as self-convened Shareholders’ meetings.
Shareholders’ meetings held remotely must comply with the following:
1.

All shareholders should consent on having the meeting remotely.

2.

The minutes should be signed by the Chairman and another director, stating the adopted means of
communication.

3.

The records should be kept, according to the means used to communicate.

Furthermore, the Public Registry of Commerce of the City of Buenos Aires (the “IGJ”) – regulatory
authority for legal entities domiciled in the City of Buenos Aires-, issued the Resolution 11/2020 which
allows to hold remote meetings for both the Board and Shareholders’ meetings as long as said possibility
is included in their bylaws, in accordance with the provisions of art. 158 of the CCyC. The aforementioned
resolution also allows those legal entities whose bylaws do not contain a provision related to remote
meetings to hold Board and Shareholders’ meetings remotely during the term of the mandatory and
preventive social isolation introduced by Decree Nbr. 297/2020 remains effective, or its eventual
extensions, including the one resolved by Decrees Nbr. 325/2020 and Nbr.355/2020.
In either situation, the following requirements must be guaranteed:
1.

free access of all participants to the meeting;

2.

the possibility of participating of the meeting through a platform that allows the simultaneous
transmission of audio and video;

3.

the participation with voice and vote of all members;

4.

the meeting must be recorded in a digital form;

5.

the legal representative of the company must keep a digital copy of the meeting for a 5-year term
and said copy must be available in case any shareholder requests it;

6.

the minute of the meeting must be copied to the corresponding corporate book, stating the name of
each participant and said minute must be signed by the legal representative; and

7.

the summon to the meeting must inform in a clear and simple manner the chosen communication
channel, and the access method in order to allow the participation of all members.

As regards the companies which are not subject to the IGJ’s control, and in the absence of a provision in
their bylaws authorizing remote meetings, in accordance with the provisions of art. 158 of the CCyC and
based on the current emergency context, the shareholders could hold Shareholders’ meetings remotely in
order to discuss urgent matters in case a delay in such treatment could cause a damage to the company as
long as all partners agree with holding the meeting in those conditions.
Also, taking into consideration the current emergency situation, upon the need of having an urgent matter
considered by the Board and in the event the delay of such treatment could either cause damage to the
company or affect the continuity of its activity, it could be considered justified the need of the Board to
hold meetings remotely.

B. Filings within Public Registries of Commerce.
The ongoing situation, resulting from the application of Decrees Nbr. 297/2020, Nbr. 325/2020 and Nbr.
355/2020, has also generated the impossibility for companies domiciled in the City of Buenos Aires and in
the Province of Buenos Aires to comply with the filings established by Resolution IGJ 07/2015 and
Resolution of the Public Registry of Commerce of the Province of Buenos Aires (“DPPJ”) 45/15 within the
terms established in the aforementioned resolutions.
Through Resolution IGJ 10/2020 (“Res. IGJ 10/2020”) the IGJ suspended until March 30th, 2020,
inclusive, the prescribed periods for: (i) submitting responses to requirements made by the IGJ regarding
ongoing procedures; and (ii) submitting the reporting requirement set through Decree Nbr. 142.277/43 and
Resolution 8/15. This term was first extended by Resolution IGJ 13/2020 (“Res. IGJ 13/2020”) until April
12th, inclusive, in accordance with the mandatory precautionary social isolation extension decided by
Decree Nbr. 325/2020 and then extended by Resolution IGJ 15/2020 (“Res. IGJ 25/2020”) until April 26th,
inclusive, in accordance with the mandatory precautionary social isolation extension decided by Decree
Nbr. 355/2020.
In addition to the above, IGJ informed through its web site the suspension of the attention to the public as
of March 16th, 2020 until March 30th, 2020, both days inclusive. Such suspension was extended until April
10th, inclusive, and then until April 26th, inclusive. Therefore, regarding procedures which are not included
in the suspension established by Res. IGJ 10/2020 -which was first extended by Res. IGJ 13/2020 and Res.
IGJ 15/2020- and that must be filed in the period during which the IGJ is closed, we expect the IGJ to issue
a resolution regarding how the deadlines for those procedures should be calculated.
On the other hand, the DPPJ established through Resolution DPPJ 12/2020: (i) a 180 days term during
which the public attention will be made with prior appointment granted via e-mail; (ii) the suspension for
a 180 days term for filing the response to any observation made by the DPPJ in ongoing procedures; (iii)
to grant an extension of 180 days to file the previous and post filings regarding ordinary and extraordinary
Shareholders’ meetings, if the meeting has been held during the current sanitary emergency; (iv) an
authorization for civil associations, foundations, mutual associations and companies subject to permanent
governmental control to send via e-mail every filing related to Shareholders’ meetings.

2. Public companies
A. Board and Shareholders’ meetings
I. Board meetings
The Capital Markets Law Nbr. 26,831 (“CML”) allows Board meetings of public companies to be held
remotely. The requirements are: i) that there is simultaneous transmission of sound, images and words;

and ii) that the procedure is provided in the bylaws .
The statutory advisors must indicate the validity of the decisions taken in the meeting held remotely.
Unless the bylaws state otherwise, only the Board members that are physically present shall be counted
for the purposes of the quorum. Likewise, the bylaws must establish the way in which the participation of
remote members will be recorded in the minutes.
The minutes must be prepared and signed within 5 business days as of the meeting by the members
present and the representative of the statutory advisors’ committee. Considering the prevailing emergency
situation, it would be reasonable to interpret that said period will take effect from the day in which the
cessation of the social, preventive and compulsory isolation becomes effective.
The Securities Exchange Commission (the “CNV”), through General Resolution 830/2020, published in
the Official Gazette on April 5 th, 2020, established that, during the period in which the free circulation of
people in general is prohibited, limited or restricted as a consequence of the sanitary emergency, public
companies, even those whose bylaws do not include this possibility, could hold Board meetings remotely,
as long as the requisites provided in art. 61 CML, mentioned above, are fulfilled[i]. Therefore, by this
Resolution, the problems and risks that we mentioned in the previous version of this report, regarding the
possibilities of the declaration of irregularity and ineffectiveness of the act, an administrative summary
from the CNV, and eventual nullity and liability actions against Board members and statutory committee,
were solved.
Likewise, the abovementioned Resolution of the CNV determined that, in case the possibility of holding
remote Board meetings is not included in the bylaws of a company, the first Shareholders´ meeting
physically held by said company once the emergency measures are lifted, must ratify the resolutions
adopted in the Board meetings hold remotely as an express item in the agenda. For that purpose, the
quorum required for extraordinary Shareholders´ meetings shall be needed, as well as the majorities
required for the amendment of the bylaws.

II. Shareholders’ meetings.
The CML also allows that the companies’ bylaws include the possibility of holding remote Shareholders’
meetings, for which the CNV must regulate the means and conditions necessary to grant security and
transparency to the meeting.
Art. 61 of Regulatory Decree Nbr. 471/2018 states that, when the bylaws of the public companies allow for
the possibility of holding Shareholders’ meetings remotely, communication channels must be established
that allow the simultaneous transmission of sound, images and words, ensuring the principle of equal
treatment of the participants.

There should be a record in the Shareholders’ meetings’ minutes of the shareholders that are participating
in the meetings and the means through which they joined in the event remotely, the place where they were,
and the technical mechanisms used.
The celebration of a remote Shareholders’ meeting must be reported to the CNV five working days in
advance to the day in which the meeting will be held. The CNV may designate one or more inspectors with
oversight powers to attend the meeting.
In the case of proxies, the power of attorney, sufficiently authenticated, must be sent to the CNV five
business days before the meeting.
The entities that make use of this possibility must present before the CNV the procedures to be used for
their approval.
As mentioned in the previous item -in relation to Board meetings of public companies and in line with the
regulations applicable to private companies-, through General Resolution 830/2020 the CNV established
that, during the period in which the free circulation of people in general is prohibited, limited or restricted
as a consequence of the sanitary emergency, public companies, even those whose bylaws do not include
this possibility, could hold Shareholders´ meetings remotely, as long as they fulfill the following
requirements:
1.

The company must guarantee the free accessibility to the meetings to all shareholders, with voice
and vote.

2.

The communication channel must allow the simultaneous transmission of sound, images and words
during the meeting. It must also allow the recording of the meeting in a digital form.

3.

The summon to the meeting and it´s publication must inform in a clear and simple manner the chosen
communication channel, the access method in order to allow the participation of all members, and
the proceedings determined to vote. In addition, it must include an email address, in accordance to
the provisions of the next item.

4.

The shareholders will inform their attendance by email to the email address informed by the
company for such purposes. In case of attending by an attorney in fact, the shareholders must send
to the company, 5 business days in advance, the power of attorney sufficiently authenticated.

5.

There should be a record in the Shareholders’ meetings’ minutes of the persons that participated in
the meeting, the nature of their participation (per se or by an attorney in fact), the place where they
were, and the technical mechanisms used.

6.

The records of the meeting should be kept by the company in a digital form for 5 years. The records
should be available to any shareholder that requests them.

7.

The statutory committee will oversee the compliance of all the applicable regulations during the
meeting.

Additionally, according to this Resolution, those companies whose bylaws do not include the possibility of
holding Shareholders´ meetings remotely must also comply with the following requisites:
1.

In addition to the publications requested by the law and its bylaws, the company must publish the
summon to the meeting by all reasonably necessary means in order to ensure the rights of its
shareholders.

2.

The meeting shall need the quorum required for extraordinary Shareholders´ meetings, and consider
as the first item on the agenda to be held remotely with the majorities required for the amendment
of the bylaws.

Those companies that have already summoned their Shareholders´ meetings in compliance with the legal
terms, before April 6th, 2020 -date in this Resolution came into force-, in order to hold those meetings
remotely, shall publish a new summon to the meeting by the legal and statutory means, complying with the
requisites of this Resolution.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the CNV has issued a communication announcing that those public
companies that, due to the number of attendees and/or the characteristics of the meeting, consider that they
cannot carry out the meeting in due time for the approval of their financial statements closed on December
31st, 2019, they will be granted, exceptionally, an extension to celebrate the meeting. For this, they must
notify them at gobcorp@cnv.gov.ar of the impediments and make the request in a justifiable way, so that it
is immediately merited for a response.
As far in advance as possible, this route could be used in case the company runs into complications for the
celebration of the meeting.
In those cases, in which the meetings are held, the CNV recommends compliance with the
recommendations issued by the Ministry of Health and encourage as much as possible the attendance of
shareholders at the minute by proxy, in order to minimize the amount of attendees.

B. Filings before the CNV.
Decree Nbr. 298/2020 suspended deadlines of administrative procedures until March 31, 2020,
notwithstanding the validity of the acts already carried out or to be fulfilled. Such term was extended until
April 12th, 2020, inclusive, by Decree Nbr. 327/2020 and until April 26th, 2020, inclusive, by Decree Nbr.
372/2020.
The General Resolution 829/2020 of the CNV (published in the Official Gazette on March 21st, 2020)
extended the deadlines for the presentation of the quarterly financial statements closed on December 31st,
2019 for financial entities authorized to operate under the terms of Law Nbr. 21,526, which are also
authorized to issue public securities or shares and/or also those that are registered with the CNV for their
activities related to the capital market, and also the public companies whose main assets and results are

made of and originate from investments in financial entities and present their financial statements observing
the regulations established by the Central Bank of the Argentine Republic, in the terms of art. 2 of Chapter
I of Title IV of the CNV Rules. The presentation must be made within 60 calendar days of closing of these
financial statements.
Later, the General Resolution 832/2020 of the CNV (published in the Official Gazette on March 21st 2020)
limited the application of the extension of deadlines mentioned above exclusively to the financial entities
authorized to operate under the terms of Law Nbr. 21,526 which are registered with the CNV for their
activities related to the capital market.
Additionally, the General Resolution 832/2020 of the CNV extended the deadlines for the presentation of
the annual financial statements closed on January 31, 2020, February 29, 2020, and March 31st, 2020 and
quarterly financial statements closed on January 31,2020, February 29, 2020 and March 31st, 2020 for
public companies, Private Investment funds and Financial Trusts authorized to issue public securities or
shares. The aforementioned financial statements shall be filed within the following terms: (i) annual
financial statements closed on the previously mentioned dates within 90 calendar days as of the closing of
the annual period or within 2 business days as of the approval of said financial statements by the legal
entity’s Board, whichever occurs first; and (ii) quarterly financial statements closed on the previously
mentioned dates within 70 calendar days as of the closing of the quarter or within 2 business days as of the
approval of said financial statements by the legal entity’s Board, whichever occurs first.
The General Resolution 832/2020 of the CNV also established: (a) the obligation for legal entities making
exclusively public offering of securities representing short-term debt to file, in relation to the quarterly
periods mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the quarterly accounting information described in art. 65,
Section VII of Chapter V of Title II of the CNV Rules, within 78 calendar days as of the end of each quarter
or within 2 business days as of its approval by the legal entity’s Board, whichever occurs first; (b) the
obligation for legal entities registered as “PyMES” with the CNV, to file their annual financial statements
and the quarterly accounting information established in art. 9 of Section II of Chapter I of Title IV of the
CNV Rules, in relation to the periods mentioned in the preceding paragraph, within 70 calendar days as of
the end of the annual fiscal year, as applicable, or within 2 business days of its approval by the legal entity’s
Board, whichever occurs first; (c) the obligation for legal entities registered with the CNV as “PyME CNV
Garantizada” to publish through the Autopista de la Información Financiera (“AIF”) the annual financial
statements for the periods mentioned in the preceding paragraph within 140 calendar days as of the end of
their fiscal year.
The CNV decided to close in-person attention at their Reception Desk and enabled a series of emails so
that presentations and queries can be made virtually. These emails are available on its website. Only the
presentations and documentation sent from those email addresses previously declared on the “AIF”, or from

the new email address that the company reports to the CNV from the previously declared email address
will be considered valid, and will be the valid email from which you will send or receive notifications for
the purposes of the filings.
By means of a communication to the public companies, CNV has informed that the procedures that require
administrative compliance and involve mergers and split-offs, must follow the same procedure until the
corresponding prospectus is published. Submissions and subsequent processing, due to the formalities they
require and the intervention of other registration agencies, will be subject to the lifting of the emergency
measures, or the publication of new measures to overcome the difficulties.
The CNV has communicated to the public companies that the obligation to send through the AIF all the
documentation and information that by regulatory requirement must be sent, remains in force.
We remain available to assist you in evaluating these circumstances and choosing the best possible solution.
[i] As a reasonable interpretation of this Resolution, we understand that the reference to art. 61 CML would
not include the requisite of the physical presence of the Board members for the purposes of the quorum.
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Legal perspective of certain possible impacts of Coronavirus in the Insurance
industry
The pandemic triggered by the COVID-19 virus in the world, and which consequences are still
unpredictable and difficult to measure, will also have a significant impact on the insurance industry. The
purpose of this analysis is to try to identify – from a legal perspective – some of the issues in which it will
be essential for insurance companies to adopt solutions that allow them to face the challenges imposed by
current circumstances, but in compliance with the technical principles of this regulated activity.
The following are issues to consider: the effect of non-payment of premiums without having to necessarily
cancel coverage; legal discussions that will arise in the resolution of certain claims, the number of which
will surely increase by the effects of the pandemic. On the other hand, the present context forces to
accelerate the digitalization processes that companies had already initiated. The current situation of
isolation requires urgent adjustment of many operating processes, but it is also required to face new sales,
particularly in some types of insurance where demand is increasing.

Issues related to the collection of premiums:
As it is expected to happen with many contracts, the ability of policyholders to meet their obligations may
be affected by the current pandemic. Failure to pay the premium should lead to a suspension of coverage
in order to preserve the interest of the mass of insureds. However, there are many different situations that
may have motivated the failure to pay premiums. Non-payment may be due to the impossibility of accessing
the usual means of payment as a consequence of the mandatory isolation of the policyholder, or due to an
economic difficulty of payment, or even due to a refusal of the insured to make the payment. It will be
relevant to carry out an analysis of the circumstances that led to each specific case of non-payment of
premiums to determine, among others, the existence of force majeure events, as well as to consider the
different aspects of each type of insurance to determine if there has actually been a standing risk involved
in the period. In addition, it is necessary to facilitate and make the payment of the premiums more flexible

to avoid cancellation of coverage, but with an appropriate balance that guarantees the principle of premium
sufficiency and compliance with the applicable regulations.
Issues related to claims:
As in any catastrophic event, it is possible to expect an increase in claims. It is probable that this increase
will have a greater incidence in certain types of insurance, such as those related to life, health, and certain
casualty coverages, such as business interruption. In this context, the specific clauses and texts of each of
the policies must be duly reviewed and analyzed in order to identify the impact that could be generated for
each insurer, taking into account the definitions of risks and existing exclusions in each policy.
Likewise, in this context of isolation, the challenge is to continue providing a quality service to the insured,
guaranteeing the reception and payment of claims, in circumstances where their verification and settlement
will be difficult. Also, the insurers will have the challenge of handling and requesting information and
complementary documentation to analyze and process the claim, when there are peremptory deadlines
imposed by the Insurance Law that imposes serious consequences in case of inactivity of the insurer.
On the other hand, the legal discussions which are anticipated will take place in the context of many preexisting legal relationships may also have an impact on the definition of the coverage of a claim. Thus, the
occurrence of a force majeure event in a contractual relationship covered by surety insurance can be
decisive to determine the existence or not of a covered event under the policy. Also, the incidence of certain
behaviors of the insured in the context of the pandemic, can generate different standards when evaluating
the duty of prevention and mitigation of damages, as well as the existence of gross negligence as an
exemption from liability. The health emergency situation modifies some behavioral parameters that must
necessarily be considered due to their particular circumstances and their legal effects when analyzing a
claim.

Challenges from the marketing and underwriting side of risks:
These events that have a worldwide effect tend to raise awareness among the population about the need for
insurance. This has already started to be evidenced in some countries that are showing an increase in the
sales of certain lines of business, such as life, health and unemployment insurance. It also seems possible
to expect a higher demand in certain casualty coverages, such as business interruption and those related to
cybersecurity. Remote work and remote connections create a greater vulnerability to unauthorized access,
loss of information and other risks usually covered under these policies.
In the short term, this situation presents the challenge of accelerating and streamlining digital sales channels
in compliance with regulation in force. This will require the insurers to put in place adequate mechanisms

and procedures that allow the correct and indisputable identification of the insurable, as well as obtaining
certainty about the validity of the declarations made on-line, preventing possible fraud. On the other hand,
it imposes the need to act diligently, complying with transparency and information duties with the clients,
in order to make sure that the products sold meet their expectations in the current circumstances. Finally,
this scenario will oblige insurers to modernize their insurance products, in accordance with the market
demand. Insurers will also be required to consider the changes in habits that will undoubtedly occur after
this crisis which can contribute to aggravating or reducing risks. The design of new products will require
drafting of new contractual texts and the obtaining the regulatory approvals. The Superintendence of
Insurance of the Nation will have a relevant role to guarantee that these approval processes take place in a
timely manner to satisfy the demand.
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Executive Summary
The COVID-19 phenomenon and the Emergency Regulations: its impact on the Real Estate and
Construction Sector. Impact on the Sector activities. Impact on legal relationships (contractual relations).
Practical aspects to be considered in each case.
The phenomenon of the “Coronavirus Pandemic – COVID 19”, which affects the entire world and has been
promptly recognized and declared by the World Health Organization (“WHO”), naturally also impacts in
the real estate and construction world, and in particular in the most varied nature legal relationships that are
developed and exist in the same.
In face of this extraordinary phenomenon, the Executive Branch of the National Government has issued
several emergency regulations, mainly the following Emergency Decrees (“Decreto de Necesidad y
Urgencia” – “DNU”): No. 260/2020, which provided the extension of the public health emergency
established by Law N ° 27,541 for a period of 1 year (and which was amended by No. 287/2020), and No.
297/2020, which decreed the so-called “social, precuationary and mandatory isolation” (“quarantine”)
initially from March 20 to March 31 of the current year, and extended until April 26 by successive DNU
Nº 325/2020 and Nº 355/2020.
Said extraordinary measure implies as a general rule that people must remain in their regular home -or in
the residence in which they were at the time the DNU entered into force-, and must refrain from attending
their places of work, not being able to move around routes, roads and public spaces; while cultural,
recreational, sporting, religious and any other type of events involving the attendance of people shall be
prohibited during its term, and the opening of stores, shopping canters, wholesale and retail stores and any
other place that requires the service of people shall be suspended (i.e., commercial offices).
The legislation has established, with evident restrictive criteria and in an exhaustive manner, those
activities and services that, being considered “essential in the emergency”, exempt from “quarantine” the
people affected to them (clarifying that, nevertheless, in such cases, their movements shall be limited to
the strict performance with the activity or service in question). The list initially included in Article 6 of
DNU 297/2020, was expanded by complementary legislation. (See: Mandatory Precautionary Social
Isolation Regime and Exceptions)

In this context, and considering that the pandemic and the regulations issued as a consequence seem to
represent an unforeseen, unavoidable and upcoming event – elements that prima facie could make it fit as
an of “Acts of God / Force Majeure Event” (in accordance with Article 1730 of the Civil and
Commercial Code: “CCC”)-, it is unavoidable to conclude that such circumstances will affect (and in fact
they have already began to do so) the world of Real Estate.

A priori, there are 2 scenarios:
a.- Impact on the sector activity:
By operation of the emergency regulation, the activity of the sector is already seriously impacted, in its
most diverse and varied interpretations, as it does not fit into any of the exceptional cases contemplated in
said emergency regulations (except the case of “private construction of energetic infrastructure” as
provided in the Administrative Decision Nº 468/2020).
In some cases there will be a total impact, such as in the field of private construction (with the exception
abovementioned) and in the commercial exploitation of real property (i.e.i.e., Shopping Centres). And in
others the impact will be significant (also on a scale of magnitude), such as in those activities that eventually
admit the so-called “home office” or “telework” (when appropriate, and when no impediment to develop
it exists), mainly those in the field of design and professional advice, marketing, real estate business
administration, etc.
But even so, they will also be inexorably limited and paralyzed at some point or time, when for their
continuity they require the assistance or concurrence of people to public places, or circulating through
public places (which, as said, is forbidden): i.e., executions of agreements of all kinds related to the sector,
notarial interventions, administrative or registry procedures, constitution and/or delivery of guarantees, etc.
Finally, there should not be excluded the eventuality that postulates raising doubts as to their potential scope
in any of the exceptional cases arise (i.e., the case provided for in subsection 6) of Article 6 of DNU
297/2020: “people who must handle a situation of force majeure” and some other cases of related services
connected to real estate activity and/or construction field listed in that regulation and in the complementary
legislation); but such cases must be consulted and weighed individually in a particular and circumstantial
way, on each occasion in which they may arise, depending on their peculiarities and without losing sight
of the restrictive criteria of the emergency regulations regarding exceptions to the general rule. And, in any
event, if doubts persist, evaluate the possibility of resorting even to administrative and/or judicial resources
to request the granting of possible authorizations and/or pronouncements of certainty in this regard.

b.- Impact on legal relationships (contractual relations):
The other scenario that will be impacted by the event will be that of contracts, which in the real estate and
construction sectors express themselves in very different contexts, and in very different ways:


Contracts in the phase of real estate investments.



Contracts in the development and financing phase of the project.



Contracts in the phase of operation, administration and commercial exploitation of the real estate
product.

The suspension of activities imposed by the emergency regulations, as a result of the “social, precautionary
and mandatory isolation” measure, will have a full impact on all areas of the economy –and on the
production and exchange of goods and services-, and necessarily will lead- and in fact it has already
happened and is happening – to the suspension of the obligations between co-contractors, especially those
that consist of obligations to do, also extending to obligations to give.
Thereupon, in face of the juncture, there will be claims to alleging the “Act of God / Force Majeure”, at
least temporarily, by one of the contracting parties (or by both reciprocally), to try to justify the
impossibility of normal performance and fulfilment of the contract, with the consequent attempt of
exemption from liability.
Such proposals in certain cases may also be aimed at obtaining a longer term for the respective performance,
in others at the pretension of recognition of higher costs (or higher price); and even in certain cases towards
both directions: extension of deadlines and price review.
In such situations, however, each particular case should be carefully analysed, with special consideration
of the nature, object and purpose of the contract in question, the area or activity involved, the instance of
implementation in which the relationship is, the parties´ previous behaviours, the degree of impact invoked,
the particular clauses of the agreement (i.e., if eventually exists, or not, clauses by which the parties waive
to the claiming of extraordinary upcoming situations), the applicable supplementary legislation, and
fundamentally, the reasonableness of the claim, to determine if the intended remedy (figure of the “Act of
God / Force Majeure”), and/or the scope by which its application is intended, may be appropriate or
inadmissible; all from the perspective of the general principles of law, particularly in the matter that
concerns us, those of “good faith” (which indicates that contracts must be entered into, interpreted and
executed in good faith) and of “equity” (which imposes the rule of preserving the balance of the contract
obligations and maintaining the economic and financial equation of the relationship).
In accordance with the invocation of said figure (“Act of God / Force Majeure”), or in contrast to it (i.e.,
by the other contracting party), approaches from other legal institutes may also arise, addressed to support
the pretension to modify, review and/or suspend the fulfilment of its obligations, such as the figures of the
“Theory of Unforeseen Events in Contracts”[1], “Unjust Enrichment and balance of the contract”[2], the
“Frustration of the contract purpose”[3], the “Abuse of rights”[4], etc.
Similar considerations that were mentioned above to analyse the elements of “Act of God / Force Majeure”
claim, will apply to analyse such other institutes.
And, with regard to certain specific contracts, usual in the real estate and construction world, the scenario
could present the following situations:

Lease Agreements: Depending on the purpose, and the degree of consequences in the use and enjoyment
of the thing, specific claims may be brought regarding the provisions of Article 1203 CCC.[5] For their
analysis, the general considerations set forth above will be valid, and especially, and due to the peculiarities
of the event that concerns us -and its way of affecting these types of relations-, the interpretation made of
the last sentence of the article aforementioned.
Also in this area, and in particular in relation to the “sole residential leases” and certain minor leases with
other purposes and the difficulties of this kind of tenants to meet payments, within the emergency
regulations, the Executive Branch has enacted a specific DNU for this group (DNU 320/2020) establishing:
(i) the freezing (non-increase) of lease price (differing the balance and/or outstanding payments to be paid
in instalments), (ii) the extension of lease terms, and (iii) the suspension of evictions, all of it for a limited
term, until September 30, 2020.
Contracts for sale: In the case of real estate products (functional or complementary units, lots, houses,
etc.), it is likely that, due to the suspension of activities and the consequent temporary impossibility of
performing the supply and/or deed obligations, the developer or seller invokes the emergency situation to
claim an extension of the delivery term and/or an extension for the performance of the respective obligation.
And, for their part, there may be claims from investors or buyers, in order to review their payment obligation
terms, which in any case should be proportionally related to the eventual extension that may be available
for delivery obligations of the thing or its title.
Unlike those sectors with activities regulated or controlled by the State, or from sensitive sectors such as
“residential leases” or cases of “residential loans”, a priori it is difficult to imagine that in this area (real
estate sales between individuals, or similar investments such as “construction trusts -fideicomisos al
costo-“) could arise specific emergency rules that aim to regulate this issue.

Construction contracts: In this type of contracts, in addition to the supplementary general regulation
provided in the CCC (i.e., Articles 1258, 1267 and 1268, which contemplate different scenarios and effects
of the upcoming impossibility of performance and destruction of the things due to Acts of God or Force
Majeure), it is more common that exists specific provisions regulating the issue.
And in this field (private buildings) there may then be proposals claims from the contractors requiring the
extension of the work schedule deadlines, with the exemption of fines or penalties, due to the mandatory
suspension of activities as a result of the event in question, and even claims for price and costs review with
identical basis; all of which in each case must be weighed according to the specific contractual provisions,
and the aforementioned general principles of law and other institutes referred, with the reasonableness of
the particularities of the case, and the need to prevail the reasonable equity before the reciprocal claims of
transfer of the event effects to the counterparty (thus, for example, not any reasonable impact in terms,
would have to import a necessary impact -and transfer of effects to the counterparty- on the price).

To conclude, it would seem useful to formulate the following practical conclusions:
1.

Prudently analyse each case and activity from the emergency regulations perspective and the legal
assets protected under it.

2.

Analyse each contract in particular, with special review of the clauses that eventually regulate the
matter in question, and also special consideration of the contracting background and the parties´
previous behaviours.

3.

Evaluate with due prudence and diligence of the case the degree and way of affectation of the
reciprocal obligations, and the effects that the invocation of any of the aforementioned institutes
could have on the performance and future development of the contract.

4.

Verify that there are no clauses or situations that prevent the invocation of such institutes (i.e., waiver
clauses, etc.), or that stipulate terms and/or special ways of invocation.

5.

Evaluate plans or measures of impact mitigation, and their feasibility of implementation according
to law.

6.

Weigh the impact on costs and/or term, to remedy the situation of the contract and the pending
obligations of both parties, without losing sight of the reasonable fairness in the analysis and without
intending inappropriate automatic or “mechanical” transfers of the detrimental effects derived from
the situation and/or that the counterparty bears the risks inherent to the situation, activity or company
of the other contracting party.

7.

Finally, and in accordance with the foregoing, analyse possible solutions that the same contract
and/or the regulations in force for this type of situation may foresee.

[1] Article 1091 CCC.[2] Articles 1794 and 1119 CCC.[3] Article 1090 CCC.[4] Article 10 CCC.[5] Article 1203 CCC: “If by act of God or force majeure, the tenant is prevented from using or enjoying
the thing, or it cannot be used for the agreement´s purpose, the termination of the contract or the suspension
of the price payment for the time that the thing cannot be used or enjoyed may be requested. If the act of
God does not affect the thing itself, its obligations continue as before”.-
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Executive Summary


The crisis caused by COVID19 will generate a change in the typical M&A concerns, obligations
and guarantees from now on.



The pandemic has a different impact on the acquisition agreements already executed pending
closing, from those that are in the process of being negotiated.



Due diligence requirements and questionnaires must be reviewed and adapted to this pandemic.



It will be fundamental to define if the COVID19 qualifies as an event that triggers a MAC or MAE
provision.



In the current context, it will be a challenge to manage and operate the target business, in accordance
with its ordinary course of business and without material changes in order to achieve closing.



Valuation and pricing is difficult in the face of current uncertainties. Mechanism for fixing the price
in the future or for making price adjustments will have to be implemented.



The restrictions and temporary shut-down of government offices pose obstacles both in the due
diligence process and in the fulfillment of conditions precedent to closing and post-closing
obligations.



Due to the isolation, it is not possible to carry out face-to-face encounters, therefore alternatives
must be used to enter the agreements, hold board and/or shareholders’ meetings, and exchange
documents.

M&A in Times of Pandemic Conventional wisdom considers that in times of market crisis, M&A activity
increases, as opportunities for strategic buyers or private equity funds to purchase undervalued or
vulnerable companies appear due to lack of liquidity. Relying in past economic crisis may not be advisable
since this global crisis is different in nature and therefore its outcome is still uncertain. Likewise, this
conventional wisdom does not apply directly to Argentina due to its regular economic imbalances. On the
other hand, the impact of the pandemic is different in those acquisition agreements already executed, whose
terms will be subjected to more severe tests; while in the agreements under negotiation the challenge will
be to will have to provide mechanisms to define currently open variables.

1.

Due Diligence

COVID19 will be a critical factor in carrying out a due diligence process. With current regulations limiting
circulation and setting social isolation[1], it is essential to develop due diligence remotely, enabling
videoconferences with management, and circulation of documents only through virtual data rooms.
Although this practice has been quite accepted by the market for several years, it will imply a challenge
regarding the security and confidentiality of certain information. Likewise, before the temporary closure of
governmental offices, obtaining official documents and certificates to validate the information of the target
business will be hindered, such as Good Standing certificates, injunction certificates and real estate property
reports. The latter is also inconvenient for obtaining the authorizations or notifications required at the
closing of the transaction. Due diligence requirements and questionnaires should be adapted in order to
carry out an exhaustive analysis regarding the impact of COVID19 on the target. Among the relevant
considerations we can mention: •

Analysis of main contracts and identify the possible existence of

circumstances that give the parties the right to modify their terms or their termination, by virtue of the
theory of unpredictability (teoría de la imprevisión); the enrichment without cause and the balance of
mutual obligations, or the frustration of the purpose of the contract, etc.[2] •

Analysis of the existence

and evidence of force majeure, or other figures by which the performance of obligations could be
suspended. •

Application

of

sanitary

precautionary

measures,

potential

liabilities

and

contingencies. •

Analysis of IT security measures and sensitive information management through remote

work channels. •

Impact on the privacy and data protection of employees’ information and other HR

issues.
2.

MAE / MAC Provisions

Referred to in acquisition agreements as Material Adverse Change (MAC) and Material Adverse Effect
(MAE), these provisions set a threshold for acceptable negative effects on a business and are primarily used
in two ways: i) to qualify the representations and warranties of the seller and/or the target in the agreement;
and ii) as a condition for closing the transaction (that is, the buyer is excused from closing the transaction
if a MAC or MAE occurs before closing). In the agreements under negotiation, it will be essential for the
buyers to include in the MAC/MAE clauses the risks related to the changing economic and business outlook
as a consequence of the COVID19; while sellers, by contrast, will want to expressly exclude the effects of
the pandemic, or other potentially related events. Special attention should be given to the “disproportionate
effect” exception clauses, which would allow considering specific causes excluded from a MAC/MAE, if
they have a disproportionate effect on the target business compared to other market participants. In those
acquisition agreements already signed and with respect to which the closing of the transaction is pending,
determining whether the COVID19 qualifies as an event related to a MAC or MAE will depend on the
definition included in its clauses. Attention should be paid to the interpretation made by the courts before
any conflicts that arise in this context. There are limited partially related local predents, although courts

have recognized that the sale price of the shares is understood agreed taking into account the net worth
conditions of the target at the time of executing the sale agreement and not subsequent conditions.[3]
Leading cases outside Argentina, as Akorn, Inc. v. Fresenius Kabi AG[4], where in 2018 the Delaware
State Supreme Court first found that a material adverse event occurred with respect to a target business,
and allowed a buyer not to close the acquisition transaction. However, said court clarified that, to do so, a
MAE must substantially threaten the target business the over-all earnings potential significantly over time.
With regard to COVID19, it will be difficult to estimate how significant its long-term effects will be.

3.

Pre Closing Covenants and Conditions.

Interim covenants. The fulfillment of the commitments assumed prior to closing also represents a challenge
for the closing of the transaction. For example, it will be complex to sustain the management and operation
of the target business was according to an ordinary course standard and without substantial changes, as is
usually agreed in the clause of temporary obligations or interim covenants. This, considering that many
companies will have to take urgent measures to adapt its business to the new regulatory restrictions,
preserve personnel, reduce costs and protect cash-flows. Cooperation and coordination with buyers will be
key to making joint decisions that preserve the condition of the business in this critical context. It would be
different in the case of agreements under negotiation where this problem can be anticipated and mechanisms
for decision-making and solving issues can be discussed and included. Circulation limitations could hinder
the decision-making of the parties’ administrative and governing bodies, required for closing the
transaction. In the case of the Public Registry of Commerce of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires, this
obstacle could be settled by virtue of the regulations recently established by the Inspección General de
Justicia for remote board and shareholders’ meetings[5]. In the case that they were other jurisdictions
without specific regulation, the possible consequences of celebrating them under Article 158 of the National
Civil and Commercial Code should be analyzed, which establishes the possibility that “if all those who
must participate in the act consent, they can participate in an assembly or meeting of the governing body,
using means that allow participants to communicate simultaneously with each other … “.[6] In addition,
mechanisms should be analyzed to evidence third parties’ consents, i.e. which might be required by in
contracts with change of control provisions, and may potentially result in the third party’s reluctance or
refusal to accept, depending on the impact that the pandemic may have had on their contract performance.

4.

Representations and Warranties

There could be difficulties for sellers to bring-down the representation and warranties made on the target
business at the time of entering the agreement, such as lack of claims, contracts performance and lack of
performance suspension risks, readjustment or termination of key contracts, or the sufficient insurance
coverage. Sellers should set the closing date while they can bring down these representations and warranties
in order to avoid reopening the negotiations to readapting their original scope to the new reality.

5.

Price

The price determination is challenging in the light of current turmoil and uncertainties, future fixing or
adjustment mechanisms should be implemented, such as payment in shares of sellers, not so common in
Argentina, or an earn-out mechanism setting the price balance based on to the future economic or financial
outcome of the target business. As for the payment of the price in executed agreements pending closing, it
will be necessary to coordinate operationally with the financial entities the transfer and receipt of the funds,
in times of restrictions and limited services. In case the purchase price was to be paid out of third party
financing, it is possible that pursuant to its own terms said financing may no longer be available, with the
consequences that this fact may entail.

6.

Conclusion of the Agreement and Closing of the Transaction

Given the circulation restrictions and the social isolation requirements, the acquisition agreement cannot
be concluded in person, nor could the physical documents be exchanged, or notary’s certifications granted
and deposit in escrow of documents or securities. To sort out these obstacles, different provisions in the
Civil and Commercial Code should be considered and/or adapted, such as consent formation and offer
acceptance manners[7], or consumer contracts remote execution.[8] The same limitations affect closing,
with the aggravating circumstances of certain acts that have to take place regardless, such as that the
payment of the price (or a substantial part thereof), and the delivery of the share certificates in the case of
corporations, corporate books, real estate property titles of the target business.

7.

Post-Closing Obligations

It will be necessary to analyze the filing mechanisms and suspension of deadlines that affect the
governmental offices before which it is necessary to notify or submit authorization requests. For example,
in the case of the Comisión Nacional de Defensa de la Competencia (Antitrust Authority), the suspension
of procedural deadlines or the fact they are not open to the public does not affect the requirement of digital
notification filing in the event of an acquisition within seven calendar days from closing. The COVID19
pandemic will undoubtedly generate a change in the typical M&A concerns, obligations and guarantees
from now on.

[1] Mandatory Precautionary Social Isolation Regime and Exceptions
[2] Covid19. Contractual issues. Practical matters to be considered.
[3] Corrales, Francisco v. de Rosso, Celestino L. s/cumplimiento de contrato National Commercial Court
of Appeals, Chamber A ABELEDO PERROT Nº: 30001264
[4] https://courts.delaware.gov/Opinions/Download.aspx?id=282110

[5] General Resolution 11/20 of the Inspección General de Justicia
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/227212/20200327
[6] Managing Legal Entities in Times of Social Isolation
[7] Civil and Commercial Code Sections 971 and 979
[8] Civil and Commercial Code Sections 1105 and 1106.
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Since the outbreak of the new coronavirus (COVID-19), the Firm has prepared a series of supplements on
relevant issues to be considered by its clients.
In response to COVID-19, the Argentinean authorities undertook a series of measures based mainly on a
mandatory quarantine until 13 April. In this context, it is questionable what the economic impact of these
measures will be, and how they will affect local companies that were already operating in a dramatically
slowed down economy before their enactment. We will analyze here the situation of international financing
granted to the local private sector, and how the lenders or borrowers of these loans can protect themselves
from a context that will impact on the ability of many of these borrowers to comply with their obligations.
Although the Central Bank of Argentina (Banco Central de la República Argentina – BCRA) anticipated a
series of measures aimed at mitigating the impact of COVID-19 on local financial obligations, the situation
regarding private sector external indebtedness has not yet been affected by local regulations. In this
supplement, we will tackle some relevant issues in view of the extraordinary situation that Argentine
companies are going through, in order to provide our clients with the basis to analyze each of their Argentine
projects in light of COVID-19 and to early determine on the appropriate measures and actions to overcome
the crisis.

1. Regulatory Integration (Local and Foreign law)
The vast majority of international financing is governed by foreign law (e.g., New York law, English law,
etc.), although collateral agreements and some ancillary documents are governed by local laws. In the face
of a crisis that leaves local borrowers subject to local emergency legislation, there is no doubt that a correct
analysis must “link” all regulatory frameworks. Therefore, the COVID-19 becomes a “practical” issue that
exceeds the wording of agreements and applicable law, limiting or preventing in some cases the local debtor
from fully complying with its obligations, even if under foreign law it is compelled to do so. A default
under New York law may be declared on the basis of agreements that, for example, do not regulate force
majeure or act of God events, but there will surely be serious obstacles to the enforcement of a local
guarantee that would allow the Argentine debtor to defend itself behind such principles. This is without
considering the risk that – should the economic situation worsen – rules will be issued limiting the
enforcement of security, without differentiating the applicable law. President Fernández issued Presidential
Decrees on 30 March freezing certain rents and mortgage payments, and prohibiting certain foreclosures.

2. Force Majeure, Act of God
Force Majeure or Act of God events are not usually specifically addressed in international credit documents
that are often governed by foreign law, although this is more extensively covered in accessory agreements
governed by local law (e.g., security agreements). This issue is highly sensitive since it involves situations
that can be raised bilaterally, both by debtors seeking to be released from liability and also by creditors to
mitigate risks (excluding from the borrower’s contractual spectrum the power to invoke those defenses).
Although a situation such as this is not extremely serious in the case of a security (e.g. pledges, mortgages),
it is so in the case of receivables-based collateral, for an abrupt slowdown of such receivables flows will
necessarily impact the financing structure (e.g. by increasing risk, diminishing the effectiveness of the
collateral, altering collateral-to-loan or other ratios, etc.), and it is necessary to define and adopt protective
measures beforehand. A possible suspension of infrastructure works financed through complex project
financing is also expected, for which factors such as construction times, start-up, risks of early termination
or flows from the operation of the service have been critical. There have already been cases in which the
qualified labor required for the construction and start-up of certain works have had to return to their home
countries of origin as a result of the COVID-19, forcing a mandatory suspension of tasks and possible noncompliance that will impact these projects and their different components (including cross-default
scenarios), which makes it critical to clearly determine the situation and adopt immediate actions. Our firm
has

dealt

with

this

matter

in

other

supplements

which

are

briefly

referred

to[1].

3. Material Adverse Change (MAC)
The identification of situations likely to materially affect a debtor’s ability to meet its contractual
obligations is one of the most sensitive contractual issues in international loan agreements. Therefore, it is
worth asking whether the COVID-19 (and its dramatic consequences) constitutes one of the so-called
“Material Adverse Changes” (MAC) or whether it could generate a “Material Adverse Effect”, since it
would or could realistically (“materially”) affect the capacity of Argentine debtors to comply with debt
commitments abroad. The concept not only covers the debtor’s capacity to honor its foreign creditor, but
also the impact that such circumstance could have on its business or assets. While for the debtor these
provisions allow it to defend itself in a context of generalized crisis, the creditor is allowed to suspend an
outstanding disbursement, protecting its exposure, or also to decree an acceleration of terms and the
enforceability of the loan repayment (although in the latter case, it will be highly unlikely that a court would
allow such a claim in the face of a global catastrophe such as the COVID-19).

4. Business Days
Although not with the high sensitivity of other aspects, the fact of not having banking services would
directly affect the fulfilment of payment obligations. In practice, business days are defined by reference to

banking days in New York or London, although in many cases, local borrowers negotiated the acceptance
of its place of business as a determining element to avoid being unable to comply during local holidays.
Thus, a day declared as a non-business day in the borrower’s home country will suspend the enforceability
of payment obligations until the next business day. Although the emergency legislation decreed as a result
of COVID-19 in the country has provided for a series of measures related to banking activity, it has not
meant its complete suspension, and the remotely continuity of service provision has been instructed;
however, some dates have been decreed as non-working days.

5. Reporting Requirements. What and How to Inform
Most international financing agreements subject borrowers to strict disclosure obligations. In this regard,
the COVID-19 crisis triggers a series of circumstances that local borrowers must report to their lenders.
Thus, even when they report publicly known facts, proper compliance with information commitments will
avoid having to divert resources to correct these breaches. It is therefore critical to analyze each
requirement,

and

jointly

determine

the

form

and

content

of

each

communication.

6. Other Commitments (Covenants; Sub-loans)
International financing agreements impose, over and above traditional obligations, a complex series of
commitments derived from the very nature of development loans, and which ensure the integrity of the
economic communities receiving such funding. They usually carry environmental, social (the core of the
emergency legislation) and other obligations which are likely to be breached as a result of the crisis. The
situation calls for a thorough review of each commitment in order to determine the course of action.
In addition, Development Financial Institutions (DFIs) often provide lines of credit to local banks to enable
financing to SMEs that would not be able to access external financing. The recent green bonds issued by
some banks are an example of this operation. The bank’s sub-loans with its clients are subject to parallel
agreements with the original loan, in order to allow the entity to “match” its commitments with DFIs. The
SME sector is a more vulnerable sphere exposed to COVID-19, where generalized defaults could occur and
impact the entire structure (sub-loans and main loans). Therefore, the analysis of each structure and the
adoption of measures to face the crisis in an “integrated” manner is highly advisable.

7. Receivables-based Collateral
Many major international financings, especially project financings, have guarantees associated with
collection flows (e.g., fees, taxes, tolls, etc.) (account receivables), which in exceptional circumstances such
as the present one may be compromised. Thus, with respect to this type of guarantees, it is necessary to
assess, for instance, (i) whether and to what extent the industry or sector was or will be affected, (ii) what
the specific impact will be on particular receivables flows, (iii) what contractual provisions will be applied

and (iv) what other guarantees associated with the financing allow balancing the collateralization index
(collateral-to-loan value) to overcome the crisis.

8. Cases of Insolvency
It is important to determine the consequences that COVID-19 could have in cases of insolvency, especially
those with open legal proceedings. The court holidays decreed in the emergency legislation will cause
delays that will not only be reflected in longer resolution times, but also in less chances in favor of
companies in difficulty to overcome the crisis and aspire to maintain their existence. It will be extremely
important to identify and specify these delays, the resources to deal with them and the associated risks.
Each project will require a specific analysis, without prejudice to finalizing this first approach with a series
of recommendations aimed at allowing a better and earlier positioning in this unprecedented crisis:


Analyzing each project in its entirety, reviewing the whole contractual network



Defining applicable legislation and coordinating inter-jurisdictional advice



Reviewing specific clauses for crisis situations (e.g., outstanding disbursements, loans in execution,
insolvent debtors, duty of information, extraordinary measures, etc.)



Considering the invocation of force majeure or act of God events, unforeseeability or application of
MAC



Assessing the impact of the crisis on each project in terms of cost and time



Assessing a mitigation plan until the crisis has been completely overcome



Properly register the mitigation measures to be adopted during the crisis



Verifying contractual deadlines to determine the viability of crisis measures



Identifying the defenses each borrower could use



Determining which commitments must be fulfilled during the crisis, agreeing on formats and
deadlines between the parties to avoid situations of technical default



Determining a contingency plan for distressed projects or customers

[1] Civid19. Contractual issues. Practical matters to be considered.

Extractive Industries in Times of
Circulation and Isolation Restrict ions
COVID-19 | Legal Analysis Center
Extractive activities, refining and fuel transportation, waste and environmental management. Applicable
legal regulations and standards.
The exceptional regulation issued due to the pandemic related to the activities detailed in the title, are
analyzed in this section, distinguishing the activities that must cease from those that have been excepted.
Likewise, an initial reference is made to the impact of these regulations on compliance with legal
obligations – especially in environmental and safety matters – and some principles of the Federal Civil and
Commercial Code to be taken into account. (Additional to those already mentioned in other sections of this
report).

Regulations
1. Decree 297/20 (03.19.2020)
It provides for “precautionary and mandatory social isolation” until April 13 inclusive of the current year,
and this period may be extended for the time considered necessary taking into account the epidemiological
situation.
However, among other, it provides that people affected by the activities and services declared essential in
the emergency, as detailed below, and their actions are exempt from complying with the “precautionary
and mandatory social isolation”, and their circulation must be limited to the strict performance with these
activities and services:
6. People who must attend a Force Majeure situation.
12. The following industries: food, their production and supplies chains; personal hygiene and cleanliness;
medical equipment, medicines, vaccines and other sanitary supplies
13. Activities related to the production, distribution and commercialization of agriculture and fishing.
16. Collection, transport and treatment of waste (urban solid, dangerous and pathogenic).
17. Maintenance of basic utilities (water, electricity, gas, communications, etc.) and emergency care.
18. Public passenger transportation, transportation of goods, oil, fuels and LPG
22. Essential surveillance, cleaning and guard services.
23. Minimum guards to ensure the operation and maintenance of Oil and Gas Fields, Oil and gas treatment
and/or refining plants, transportation and distribution of electrical energy, liquid fuels, oil and gas, fuel
dispensing stations and power generators.

It also provides that the Chief of the Ministers Cabinet, with the recommendation of the health autority,
may extend or reduce the exceptions provided, depending on the dynamic of the epidemiological situation
and the efectiveness observed in complying with the current measure.
In all these cases, employers must guarantee the hygiene and safety conditions established by the Ministry
of Health to preserve the health of the employees.

2. Administrative Decision 429/20 (03.20.2020). Incorporation of excepted
activities and services.
It incorporates into the list of activites and services declared essential in the emergency, excepted from
compliance with the “precautionary and mandatory social isolation” and the circulation prohibition, among
others, the following:
1. Industries that carry out ongoing processes whose interruption implies structural damage to the
production line and/or machinery may request authorization to the Industry, Knowledge Economy and
External Commercial Management Secretariat, so as not to discontinue their production, minimizing their
activity and staff.
2. Production and distribution of biofuels.
7. Airport operation. Garage and parking operations, with minimum staff.
8. Sustaining activities related to the environmental mining protection.
9. Tanneries, with minimum staff, for the reception of leather from the refrigeration industry.

3. Protocol S/N/2020 TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT SECRETARIAT
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT. FLUVIAL, MARITIME AND LACUSTRINE TRANSPORTATION
(Official Gazette March 20, 2020).
The protocol defines “essential work” and clarifies that it is aimed to all actors related to water
transportation, both by sea, river and lake, and the merchant marine.
The protocol also defines those who are “essential staff” and foresees they will be able to authenticate
before National, Provincial and Municipal authorities that their work is considered “essential” through their
personal identifications (Notebooks or Cards or certificates or credentials typical of the activity and note
from the employer or principal that certifies it) to circulate for operational and service reasons.
The protocol includes specific provisions in relation to: 1. CONTINGENCY PLAN, 2. GENERAL
PREVENTION MEASURES, 3. OPERATIONAL PREVENTION MEASURES, 4. PRACTICAL, 5.
PROTECTION OF LAND STAFF PROVIDING SERVICES ON BOARD, 6. WHO CANNOT ENTER

THE VESSELS (ships, barges and tugs), 7. WHO CANNOT ENTER THE PORTS, 8. VESSEL
SERVICES, 9. ISOLATION MEASURES IN PORT FACILITIES, and 10. QUARANTINE.

4. Resolution 2/2020 – NATIONAL GAS REGULATORY AGENCY (Official
Gazette 03/27/2020)
It establishes that as long as the mandatory isolation established by Decree 297/20 or similar measures is
mantained, the public distribution service suppliers must completely suspend on-site attention in
commercial offices, and must reinforce the measures adopted that allows to continue serving users through
the non-site channels. This measure includes any other on-site public attention that the distribution and
transport suppliers possess.
Instruct the public transport and distribution service suppliers, within the specific framework of the public
emergency in health matters and the provisions of Decree 297/20, to only provide for the circulation of
staff resources that are required for the continuity and safety of the services in their respective technical
and operational aspects.

5. Resolution 93/2020 – Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development
(Oficial Gazette 03.27.2020)
Extends until April 30, 2020 the validity of the Annual Environmental Certificates granted to Hazardous
and Patogenic Waste Carriers and Operators within the framework of National Law 24,051 that would have
operated from March 1st, 2020 and by virtue of being activities reached by the Decree 297/20.
The Annual Enviornmental Certificates granted to Hazardous and Patogenic Waste Carriers and Operators
whose expiration operates before April 30, 2020 are included in the extension indicated in the previous
paragraph.
It establishes the procedure to be followed, during the term of the isolation established by Decree 297/20,
to obtain manifests for the transport of hazardous waste.

6. Resolution 78/2020 – Ministry of Transport (Official Gazette 03.27.2020)
Approves the certification model of affectation to activites and services declared essential in the
emergency by article 6, subsections 15 and 18 – in relation to the transport of goods, oil, fuel and LPG,
which may be completed and printed by the Carrier or generated through the website designed by the
Ministry jointly with the NATIONAL COMMISION OF TRANSPORT REGULATION.

Some Comments
It is worth to analyze the effects of this situation (pandemic) and the regulations that provides for mandatory
isolation and mandates that all activities – except those excepted – be ceased in their performance, not only
of the contractual obligations but also in the fulfllment of the obligations arising from the Law.
In particular, it is worth to analyze in detail those activities that, if stopped, may cause damage to people or
the environment.
Regarding hygiene and safety, Decree 297/20 expressely provides that employers shall guarantee the
hygiene and safety conditions established by the Ministry of Health to preserve the health of the employees,
which clearly implies that the activities necessary to guarantee these conditions must be mantained.
The activities related to the collection, transport and treatment of the urban solid, hazardous and dangerous
waste are also mantained, so the industries that generate waste shall give adequate “regular” management.
However, in environmental matters, there can also be situations, such as current soil and grandwater
remediation processes that are often carried out in the plant itself, which if they stop (they are not included
within the excepted activities – except for mining) can cause or excerbate damage.
On this way, there is no limitation to file a well founded presentation before the Chief of the Ministers
Cabinet and request with substantial grounds that a new exception has to be issued to the Decree 297/20
(the Decree itself authorizes the Chief of the Ministers Cabinet to do so).
Nevertheless, the Decree establishes that “people that shall attend a Force Majeure situation” are excepted
from the restrictions, and in item 17 refers to “emergency care”.
On the other hand, and in addition to this exceptional regulatory framework, it should be borne in mind, the
general principles of the Federal Civil and Commercial Code provide:
ARTICLE 1710.- Every person shall, as far as it depends on it:
1. a) avoid causing unjustified damage;
1.

b) adopt, in good faith and in accordance with the circumstances, reasonable measures to prevent
damage from occuring, or reducing its magnitude; if such measures prevent or diminish the
magnitude of the damage for which a third party should be liable, it has the right to be reimbursed
by the third party for the costs incurred, in accordance with the regulation of Unjust Enrichment;

1.

c) do not exacerbate the damage, if it has already occured.

With this regulatory framework, shall be convenient to analyze each activity and specific situation in order
to define the appropriate course of action to be taken.

If you have any further questions please contact covid@nyc.com.ar
This publication has not and does not claim to have exhaustive nature. Due to the generality of its content
it should not be considered as legal advice.
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Executive Summary
Argentine law categorizes personal health data as sensitive data and submits its treatment to rigorous
protection. Its collection and subsequent use must be carried out with special care, respecting data owner´s
privacy in accordance with Law 25,326 on Personal Data Protection (LPDP).
As a general rule, the disclosure of the name and health data of a COVID19 patient requires its prior, express
and informed consent.
Exceptionally, health authorities and, to a lesser extent, private parties (eg employers) can collect and
process health data from specific people as long as it is strictly necessary to comply with legal obligations.
In compliance with the requirements of the law, non-sensitive personal data that is relevant for the
management of the COVID19 pandemic may also be processed, such as information on trips from or with
contact with declared affected areas within the last 14 days, that allows identifying if a person should
comply with the mandatory quarantine.

Who can process people’s health data regarding COVID19 and under which
conditions?
Health facilities (hospitals, sanatoriums, health centers, biochemical laboratories, etc.) and health
professionals (doctors, nurses, biochemists, pharmacists, etc.) can process health data of the patients they
serve, exclusively in relation with their medical treatment and always in compliance with professional
secrecy. In order to use patient personal information for other purposes than medical treatment, it is required
its full, free and informed consent.
The branches of the Government can also process health data collected in the exercise of their own
functions. The Federal Ministry of Health and Provincial Health Ministries are empowered to request,
collect, transfer to each other and process health information without patients´ consent, in accordance with
the powers conferred to them by law.
DNU 260/2020 expressly empowers them to require a health status affidavit as a mandatory sanitary control
measure for travellers and other people when deemed necessary, even at the time of departure, before or

during their arrival in the country and, in general, to adopt any other necessary measure to mitigate the
effects of the pandemic generated by COVID19. At the same time, it obliges those who have access to this
information to keep confidentiality about the identity of the people affected and to protect professional
secrecy.
Finally, personal health data can also be processed when there is a legal obligation to do so.
Health information can be transferred without the patience´s consent when necessary for reasons of public
health, emergency or to carry out epidemiological studies, as long as the patient’s identity is preserved
through appropriate dissociative mechanisms.
In this sense, article 7 of DNU 260/2020 obliges people who meet the conditions listed below to remain
isolated in their place of residence for 14 days (“compulsory quarantine”) and all public officials, health
workers, personnel in charge of schools and authorities in general who become aware of breaches of said
isolation, to file a criminal complaint to investigate the possible commission of the crimes provided for in
Articles 205 (infringement of measures adopted to prevent the spread of an epidemic), 239 (contempt of
court) and concordants of the Criminal Code:
19. “suspected cases” who are those who have fever and one or more respiratory symptoms (cough, sore
throat or respiratory distress) and in the last days, have a history of travel to “affected areas” or have
been in contact with confirmed or probable cases of COVID-19.
20. people with medical confirmation of infection with COVID – 19.
21. “close contacts” of the persons indicated in a) and b).
22. people who arrive in the country having circulated through “affected areas”, who must also provide
information on their itinerary, declare their domicile in the country and undergo a medical
examination as less invasive as possible to determine the potential risk of infection and the
preventive actions to be adopted that must be complied, without exception.
The DNU empowers the Ministry of Health to monitor the evolution of sick people and those who have
been in contact with them, and requires people who have symptoms compatible with COVID-19 to
immediately report them to health providers.
By virtue of this regulation and of those issued by the Ministry of Health from now on, exceptions are
enabled, which must be interpreted in a restrictive manner, that expand the universe of people obliged to
treat health data of third parties.

Can employers request information from its employees or other visitors to the
workspace about whether they have symptoms of the disease as a measure to prevent
the spread of Covid-19? Can they be required to give information about the health
of people with whom they have close relations? Is it legal to take the temperature
before entering the workplace?
Yes, limited exclusively to the fulfilment of its legal obligations and making sure not to incur in acts of
discrimination and to dispense a due dignity treatment to the employees.
In this sense, Resolution MTSS 202/2020 obliges workers included in any of the cases of compulsory
quarantine to inform their employer about it, within 48 hours, in a reliable and detailed manner.
The regulation also obliges employers and workers to facilitate and comply with the general preventive
actions and the follow-up on the evolution of sick people or in contact with them and to report to the
Ministry of Health any situation that falls within the definition of suspected cases and close contacts with
suspected cases.
Finally, it forces employers to strengthen security measures in the workplace and to comply with the
protocols set by the health authority to prevent the spread of COVID19. In compliance with this obligation,
employers are empowered to request and process their employees and others who attend workplaces´ health
information and to take reasonable preventive measures to prevent the spread of the disease, always in the
less restrictive possible manner and taking care at all times of the dignity of the people involved.
In this sense, it is recommended that if measures such as the taking of employees´ temperature are
implemented, they should be done in a non-invasive way and by health professionals (nurses or doctors)
who are under the obligation to keep professional secret, and that the data thus collected be treated
exclusively by the company’s HR and management personnel who need to know it in order to comply with
the company´s legal duty.
In any case, the processing of the data necessary to comply with the legal duty must be limited to a minimum
as possible and for a limited term, as long as it is necessary and useful for the purposes indicated by the
law.
Whenever possible, the collection and processing of employees´ health data should be avoided, for
example, MTSS Resolution 627/2020 established a special duty of confidentiality that allows medical staff
that has to issue certificates to justify the exception to the duty of assistance to the workplace, provided by
the DNU 260/2020 for workers included in the “risk groups” (eg with respiratory chronic diseases, diabetes,
immunodeficiency, cancer or transplant), to issue it only mentioning that the worker is in a “risk group”,
without the need to detail the pathology or condition that affects it.

May employers process recent travel data of their employees?
Yes, with the scope and limits of article 7 of DNU 260/2020.

Banking and Finance Facing COVID19
COVID-19 | Legal Analysis Center
April 13th, 2020

Executive Summary
Financial institutions continue to provide the services that they usually offer remotely, including FX
transactions.
As of April 13, 2020, the banking activity with customer service, exclusively under an appointment system,
is excempted from complying with the mandatory quarentine.
Financings’ maturity dates during quarantine are extended to April 1, 2020.
Unpaid balances of financing maturing from April 1 until June 30 can only accrue compensatory interest.
The checks clearing is maintained but the application of fines and the disqualification for those who write
bad checks are suspended.
Other measures were also taken to mitigate the impact of the coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19).
1. How does the financial system work during quarantine? Is there any bank service?
In the framework of the mandatory quarantine ordered by the National Executive Branch, the Central
Bank of the Argentine Republic (the “Central Bank”) resolved the following:
a) Until April 12, the financial institutions cannot open their branches for customer service. However, as
of April 3 and until April 9, the foregoing is not applicable to customer service rendered to retirees and
pensioners, and must even open on April 4 and 5.
On the other hand, between April 13 and 17, financial institutions must open their branches to the public
with a 2-hour extension of the usual opening hours but without any over-the-counter service. This also
applies to non-financial companies issuer of credit and/or purchase cards and other non-financial credit
providers. Clients will be served with a prior appointment and in accordance with a schedule of days of
service according to the number of the identification document. Retirees and pensioners will not need to
obtain any appointment.
Furthermore, as of April 13, 2020, Mutual Guarantee Companies (Sociedades de Garantia Reciproca)
and Public Guarantee Funds may open to the public.

b) However, financial institutions must continue to provide the services that are usually offered remotely
to their customers (e.g. constitution of term deposits, granting of financing and services related to the
payment system).
c) Likewise, cash deposits can be made at ATMs, self-service terminals, cash-transport companies, deposit
mailboxes and large amount deposits made by clients included in subsections 11, 18 and 23 of article 6 of
Decree No. 297/2020 of the National Executive Power.[1] Likewise, financial institutions must enable
deposit mailboxes and a system for receiving large amounts deposits in all their branches.

d) Financial institutions must also guarantee the sufficient provision of funds at ATMs and extra-bank
withdrawal points.
e) Also, the following shall remain operative: Electronic Clearing Houses, the Electronic Payment System,
ATM and electronic funds transfer networks, the credit and debit card administrators, the acquirers and
processors of electronic payment methods, the payment services the providers, as well as their connected
providers and all other market infrastructure necessary for the normal provision of the services of financial
institutions and payment systems.
f) The collection of charges and fees is suspended for operations carried out through all ATMs, without
limits on the amount or number of withdrawals. In addtition, financial institutions must allow withdrawals
for

an

amount,

that

at

least,

reaches

the

sum

of

ARS

15,000

(acummulated

daily).

As of april 13, 2020, the banking activity with customer service, exclusively under an appointment system,
is exempted from complying with the mandatory quarantine in accordance with the term and conditions
that

the

Central

Bank

establishes.

On the other hand, mutual and credit unions, through minimum service guards, are exempted from
complying with the mandatory quarantine for the sole purpose of guaranteeing the functioning of the credit
and/or payment system.

2. What happens to financings maturity dates?
The maturities dates of financing disbursed by financial institutions that fall between March 20 and March
31, 2020 (both inclusive) are extended to April 1, 2020. The regulation does not specify it, but it includes
both commercial portfolio financings to companies and consumer loans to individuals.
Likewise, unpaid balances of financing maturing from April 1 until June 30 can only accrue compensatory
interest. Said unpaid balances (excluding credit cards) are incorporated as a new installment in the month
following the end of the loans’ term. Financings among the financial sector are not included.

In the case of financing granted by financial institutions under credit cards, the maturities of unpaid balances
ocurring between April 13 and 30, must be automatically refinanced, at least, for a one (1) year term with
a three (3) month grace period and nine (9) equal and consecutive installments. The refinanced balances
can be totally or partially pre-canceled by customers, at any time and without any cost, except compensatory
interest accrued as of the pre-cancellation date.

3. What happens to mortgage and collateralized loans?
Pursuant to Decree 319/2020, until September 30, it cannot exceed the amount corresponding to the March
installment the amount of each future monthly installment of (i) mortgage loans destined to acquire single
dwelling and that are occupied with the referred destination by the debtor; and (ii) the collateralized loans
updated by the Acquisition Value Unit (in Spanish, Unidad de Valor Adquisitivo – UVA).
The difference -between the sum of money that must be paid pursuant to the loan agreement and the sum
of money that must be paid by application of Decree 319/2020- can be paid in at least three (3) monthly,
equal, and consecutive installments. The first of them shall expire with the October installment. In no case,
it shall be applied compensatory, moratorium or punitive interests, or other penalties.
The debts that could be generated until September 30 due to non-payment, to payments made outside the
agreed terms, or to partial payments, can be paid in at least three (3) equal and consecutive monthly
installments. The first of them shall expire with the October installment. Compensatory interest can be
applied, though it cannot be applied moratorium or punitive interests, or other penalties.
4. What is the status of check clearing?
During the period from March 20 to 25, there was no electronic check clearing.
However, the compensation sessions resumed on March 26.
Likewise, during the days when there was no check clearing, said days are not computed for the expiration
of the 30-day period for the presentation of checks. Additionally, and while the suspension remains in
effect, the term for the presentation of checks expiring during said period is also extended by thirty (30)
additional days.
Similarly, it was established that it is allowed a second presentation of those checks that were rejected due
to insufficient available funds in the account, except for those generated electronically or ECHEQ.
On the other hand, it was suspended the obligation of financial institutions to close bank accounts, to apply
fines and to dispose of the disqualification established by the Check Law for those who draw checks without
available funds or are not authorized to overdraw and when checks do not meet certain requirements.
Furthermore, fees due to the rejection of checks shall not be applied.

5. How does the FX market operate?
Financial institutions and exchange house can operate remotely among themselves and with their clients in
the FX market.
6. Can stock exchanges and capital markets operate?
Yes, the Central Bank admits the remote operation of the stock exchanges and futures markets authorized
by the Argentine Securities Commission (CNV), Caja de Valores S.A. and the capital market agents
registered with the CNV.

7. Have measures been taken to mitigate the impact derived from the COVID-19 pandemic?
Yes, the Central Bank adopted a set of rules aimed at mitigating the impact of the economic crisis generated
in

the

productive

sector

as

a

consequence

of

the

Coronavirus

pandemic

(COVID-19).

In this context, financial institutions can offer a special line of credit at an annual nominal interest rate of
up to 24% to the following destinations:
a. Micro, Small and Medium Size companies: at least 50% of the amount of these financings must be
destined to working capital lines, such as salary payments and deferred check coverage; and
b. Providers of human health services insofar as they provide hospitalization services in the context of the
Health Emergency: the funds disbursed have to be used to purchase medical supplies and equipment.
Furthermore, the obligation on financial institutions to require employers, prior to granting financings, a
sworn statement that they do not owe any amount regarding deductions and/ or contributions, or that, having
accepted a moratorium, are up-to-date in the fulfillment of the obligations assumed thereunder. A
qualification is established for this suspension when the loan is aimed to pay deductions and/ or
contributions owed.
8. Were the debtor classification parameters modified?
Yes, the Central Bank ordered the temporary flexibility of the parameters with which bank debtors are
classified.
The current classification system takes into account, among other variables, the number of days in arrears
of each debtor.
However, from March 19, 2020, to September 2020, sixty (60) additional days will be added to the allowed
delinquency periods for categories 1, 2 and 3 of debtors.

9. Can financial institutions distribute profits?
No, the Central Bank suspended until June 30, 2020, the possibility of the distribution of profits by financial
institutions.
10. How do Central Bank proceedings regarding violations to FX and banking regulations continue?
The Central Bank declared as non-working days those occurred during the period from March 16 to 31 for
all Central Bank proceedings regarding violations to FX and banking regulations, without prejudice to the
validity of the procedural activities that are carried out in said period where the intervention of the accused
party is not necessary.
Likewise, the Central Bank empowered the Superintendency of Financial and Exchange Institutions to
decide which cases need to be resolved urgently and to order the corresponding actions.
11. Can fees and charges be collected in connection with ATM’s transactions?
Until June 30, financial institutions cannot collect fees or charges for transactiones (deposits, withdrawals,
inquiries, etc.) made through ATMs.

[1] That is, customers who qualify as Supermarkets, Pharmacies, Veterinarians, and Retail stores; public
passenger transportation, transportation of goods, oil, fuels and LPG; and Oil and Gas fields, Oil and gas
treatment and / or refining plants, transportation and distribution of electrical energy, liquid fuels, oil and
gas, gas stations and electric power generators

